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Some Question
Kelly to Stations: Promote, AM IBOC
Promote, Promote
Readiness
NEWS

[12g1IM

MAKER

COLUMBIA, Md. Long-time radio
programmer Don Kelly has been logging
alot of air miles since going to work for
Ibiquity Digital in the spring of 2004.
He travels to meet radio managers and
help them craft ways to promote the fact
that their stations have gone digital.
This fall, radio begins abig consumer
push for HD Radio, in time for fourth-quarter holiday purchases, typically the biggest
selling season for consumer electronics.

HD RADIO
'V Mark
Ramsey says if
HD Radio fails,
it will be
because we
ignored good
marketing
sense.

Radio World News Editor/Washington
Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson spoke with
Ibiquity's broadcast strategic marketing
manager before he caught aplane on his
way to advise yet more stations.

RW: You and Ibiquity consultant Dan
Mason often do station presentations
together on HD Radio. What is the difference between what you two tell manSee KELLY, page 5
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ENGINEERING
V' The regulatory challenges facing
digital radio.
Page 8

STUDIO SESSIONS
V Frank Beacham says if you like the
Marantz PMD660 Flash Recorder,
you'll love the new PMD671.
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Furnitur,e—ItaSes no electricity and pretty much just
sits there.IBUf it's a bieévén emotional, buying
decision. Buyer's Guide looks at furnishings.
page 22

This is the second installment of
excerpts from public comments received at
the FCC regarding NRSC-5, the NRSCapproved transmission standard for IBOC.
We support the idea of reallocating
current TV Channel 6 for the new digital
FM broadcast band as an alternate means
to deliver digital broadcasting to the FM
services. These frequencies could be easily incorporated into the over 60 million
current FM receivers in the U.S. marketplace today.
This would eminate the need for current FM stations to bear additional
expenses of being forced to purchase
equipment for digital transitions that TV
broadcasters are being forced to face.
Additionally, consumers would not have
to dispose of current receiver technology,
but rather "add on" to existing technology
for incorporation of anew band reserved
for digital broadcasting. Interference
issues currently encountered on the existing analog FM band would not be supplemented by additional ( yet unforeseen)
interference issues that would be encountered by IBOC proposals.
Jim Trapani, President
JT Communications
See NRSC-5, page 3
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Eliminating the need for:

tower modifications, separate IBOC transmitter, HVAC modification
extra room space, new combiner system, dummy load, new coax, extra
maintenance, separate IBOC antenna, tower crew, more tower space
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NEWSWATCH•

Emmis, SBS Settle

Emmis contended SBS needed to notify
the broadcaster of any format change that
could compete with an Emmis station in
the market.

L.A. Tower Fight
INDIANAPOLIS Emmis Communications Corp. and Spanish Broadcasting
System agreed to settle alegal dispute over
aformat as part of atower lease arrangement. Emmis agreed to drop alawsuit filed
in district court against SBS and withdraw a
complaint letter to the FCC.
As part of the agreement, according to
Emmis, SBS vacated Emmis' tower at
Flint Peak in Glendale, Calif.
The dispute began in June when SBS
changed the KX0L(FM) format while
leasing space on the Emmis tower.

Harris Ends
FY '05 Up
MELBOURNE, Fla.
Harris said
broadcast revenue was up in the fourth
quarter compared to a year ago, helped
by the acquisition of Encoda Systems.
Revenue in the Broadcast Communications segment was $ 114.6 million, up
from $ 89.1 million. Operating income

was $7.9 million for the quarter, compared to $ 3.9 million in the year-ago
quarter.
A company spokesman declined to
specify how much of the revenue change
was attributable to the Encoda acquisition.
In its report, Harris also reiterated
plans, previously reported here, to cut
costs by moving European transmitter
production from the U.K. to Illinois, outsourcing radio console assembly and cutting 150 to 200 positions in the broadcast
division.
The company said these moves will
cost about $27 million and Harris expects
to gain that back in about two years.

THIS IS THE NEXT BIG THING:
1-I

FCC Reviewing
Payola Settlement
FCC Chairman Kevin
Martin has promised swift action if his team
looking into the settlement between Sony
BMG and the office of New York Attorney
General Elliot Spitzer turns up evidence of
payola.
Martin said in a statement in early
August that he is concerned about activities
that led up to the New York investigation
and has directed the Enforcement Bureau to
review the settlement.
Spitzer and Sony announced in July that
Sony agreed to pay $ 10 million and stop
paying radio employees to feature its artists,
settling ayearlong investigation into allegations of pay-for-play. FCC Commissioner
Jonathan Adelstein and Sen. Russ Feingold,
D-Wis., called for the payola issue to be
addressed on anational scale.
Martin said the bureau would investigate
complaints of payola rule violations outside
the settlement as well.
Adelstein applauded Martin's decision,
saying, "This payola scandal may represent
the most widespread and flagrant violation
of any FCC rules in the history of American
broadcasting."
WASHINGTON

Motorola Tests

F7 7-IVE 7-

Dashboard Internet

AF41- 1

Radio Product

LOCATION

SOURCE

Motorola is testing iRadio, which it calls apodcast-like
technology that allows Internet radio to
play through cell phones to car music systems, according to the Chicago Tribune in
areport carried by UPI. The monthly service would cost $5to $7per month.
iRadio is being tested in L.A. and
SCHAUMBURG, III.

LEVEL

See NEWSWATCH, page 3
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Continued from page 1
Ihave been in radio broadcast engineering for 30 years. Recent experience with
HD Radio has proven to me that in-band
HD is not the way to go. This is especially
true in the AM band where interference is
abig factor and degrading the current system to 5 kHz is just plain stupid.
Considering the number of current AM
radios in use today, there is no reason to
degrade the AM band any further.
Although not as bad an issue, Idid
find that after installation of an HD system on FM that the HD does in fact interfere with the analog signal on some
radios, including my own car radio. The
effect on the analog signal was volume

•

fading while driving in areas both near
and far from the transmitter.
Iwould hope that common sense
would prevail over pressure from special
interest groups wanting to sell HD hardware and services.
Edward Jurich
Ibelieve the IBOC standard proposed
by the NRSC should be amended to allow
operation in the S2 extended sideband
region ( 69-101 kHz) in the extended
hybrid FM mode if astation is willing to
give up its analog subcarriers which operate in this region. Iestimate that this would
extend the digital bandwidth in the extended hybrid mode by about 48 kbps to offer a
data rate of up to 192 kbps.
The bandwidth opened up would be
enough to offer many of the services which
because of limitations ( 144 kbps) are now

NEWSWATCH•

NEWSWATCH, continued from page 2
Washington and could be available
nationally by the end of the year, the
newspaper reported. Subscribers could
select six downloads from amenu of
channels available on the Internet. The
phone and the car radio have to be
Bluetooth-enabled so the system also
may involve a $50-$70 adapter.

Beasley Launches
WPOW(FM) HD- 2
MIAMI, Fla. Beasley Broadcast
Group's WPOW(FM) in Miami is
multicasting its HD Radio signal to
form asister dance-formatted station.
Beasley says WPOW HD-2 is the
market's first multicast station and the
15th in the country. The 24/7 channel
is commercial-free and features dance
music.
Listeners can hear the new station
with an HD Radio by setting the tuner to
"96.5 - HD-2." Listeners who haven't
bought an HD Radio tuner that can
decode multicast signals will be able to
sample the sound on the station Web site.

Ibiquity,
Traffic.com
Extend Pact
WAYNE, Penn. The satellite radio
companies have on-demand traffic and
weather services, and Ibiquity is working with Traffic.com to make sure terrestrial stations upgrading to digital
have a similar service. Ibiquity and
Traffic.com, which collects and reports
traffic data, are extending atesting and
marketing agreement.
Some 460 broadcasters were on the
air with HD Radio as of the end of July,
according to Ibiquity, which also said
60 percent of Americans now have
access to HD Radio programming.

Feds Shut Down
San Diego Pirate
SAN DIEGO, Calif. Agents from
the U.S. Marshal's service and the FCC
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shut down apirate station in San Diego
in late July. Agents seized amplifiers
and computers and climbed on the roof
of ahouse next to the wooden shack to
dismantle the 43-foot-tall antenna, the
San Diego Union reported.
"Free Radio 96.9" had allegedly
broadcast illegally for three years out
of ahouse and streamed its signal on
the Internet at www.pirate969.org.

Price Rises for
Radiosophy

put off into adistant and perhaps improbable all-digital mode. As public broadcasters, for example, we could use the bandwidth to multicast two additional
high-quality services (instead of just one)
plus the digital version of the analog signal.
Inote that the S2 sidebands are reduced
in amplitude. Perhaps this is because such
an option was considered and concern about
inference between the analog and digital
sidebands was thought to be an issue. If this
is the case, then asmall reduction in analog
modulation ( 1or 2dB) could be used to
create aguard band to ameliorate the problem. Ibelieve that many broadcasters would
be willing to accept asmall reduction in
analog loudness to carry more services.
Thomas Ammons
Broadcast Technician

BCA thus respectfully requests that the
commission halt IBOC operations by AM
stations, oversee full, unbiased testing to
determine the real- world potential for
interference by AM IBOC stations, and
then modify NRSC-5 so that the standard
ensures that AM IBOC operation will not
cause interference to stations operating on
adjacent frequencies. ...
In order to forestall IBOC interference,
three steps must be taken by the commission before anew IBOC NRSC standard
is approved. First, IBOC operation of AM
stations should be immediately suspended
until anew standard is approved. This will
prevent needless expenditure of funds by
the nation's broadcasters and will ensure
that the public is not deprived of service
while the revised and improved standard is
being developed.
Second, the commission must oversee an
independent study of IBOC-caused adjacent-channel interference. The study should
examine real-world operating IBOC transmitters in different combinations of first- and
second-adjacent-frequency conditions.
An independent study is required to
ensure the study's accuracy given the substantial investment in IBOC by the largest
group owners. Moreover, as part of this
study, the commission should consider
whether the 1130Ç standard should require a
station operating in IBOC mode to be able to
turn off or reduce one of the sidebands.
Finally, the commission must specify in
detail the appropriate measurement procedures to be followed if interference complaints arise.
Broadcast Company of the Americas
LLC.•

BCA ( Broadcast Company of the
Americas) now has real-world experience
with operating in an IBOC environment.
That experience demonstrates that the current implementation of the NRSC-5 standard results in adjacent-frequency interference to AM stations that is so severe that
interference is actually experienced within
the 5mV/m contour of the station receiving the interference.
The implications for AM service are staggering. If the IBOC standard is not modified
to eliminate the interference that it currently
causes, the millions of listeners who depend
upon AM stations as their major source of
news, weather, traffic reports, sports and
emergency information, especially those
who reside in rural areas between major
cities, will be deprived of service.

MultiStream HD
NORTH SIOUX CITY, S.D.
Radiosophy has raised the retail price
of its multicasting receiver for HD
Radio, which is expected to reach
stores in September.
Radiosophy President/CEO Richard
Skeie cited manufacturing costs.
"Despite the small price increase, at
$269, the MultiStream HD is still
about half the price of the other tabletop HD Radio receivers."
The price has crept up from the
$249 the company had projected in
spring.
Radiosophy said in July it would
continue taking pre- orders for the
MultiStream HD, which is expected to
begin shipping in September.
Radiosophy said it would honor sale
prices on orders placed prior to July 27.

Attention...Station Owners...CEs.

GIVIs...SMs...PDs...NDs

There's A New Kid In Town!
---

In case you hadn't heard yet.. Broadcast Depot wants your business!
You no longer need to settle for so-so service from your present supplier,
or " so-called" guaranteed lowest prices that really aren't the lowest available!

co ni

Registration
Opens For BE

We have all the

IBOC Seminar

Popular Brands!

QUINCY, ILL. Broadcast Electronics
plans another HD Radio seminar, this one
on Sept. 21 in Philadelphia during the
NAB Radio Show. Attendees have begun
reserving seats for the event at the
Marriott Downtown.
"The big draw this year is secondgeneration deployment issues. We're
getting alot of interest from engineers
who are ready for multicasting and
data," stated Neil Glassman, BE's vice
president of strategic marketing.
The seminar is free; to register,
e-mail BE at HDR@bdcast.com.
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Contact Chuck Main« at Broadcast Depot to get your next quote,
and see what you've been missing!
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Toll- Free: 877-90-BDNOW (23669)1 Fax: 765-983-3817
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Words, Words, Words
Writing girds our society. As abusiness
skill, it may be more important than ever,
given our ability to communicate instantly
with written words.
But the immediacy and ubiquity of
media such as e-mail and Instant
Messaging have tended to hurt, rather than
enhance, our writing skills. We've gotten
sloppier. Isee this in all manner of written
material: stories submitted to RW, letters to
the editor, online posts, job applications.
Big deal? Yes, actually. My experience
has been that many radio people undervalue writing skills; but if you wish to be treated with respect as an engineer, astation
executive or any kind of industry professional, you must be aware of how others
perceive you; and people will judge you in
part by your ability to communicate.
Perhaps an engineer can navigate atechnical career without having to write an
effective cover letter, budget request or
product review, although Idoubt it.
Regardless, why give the boss or potential
employer areason to prefer another person?
So allow me adiversion from radio topics to share some writing traps. These are
chosen from RW's internal guidelines but
may help anyone who wishes to be amore
effective communicator.
It is/there are — Many writers love to
start sentences with these. Too often the
habit allows awriter to avoid naming asubject. Examples: There is plenty of room on
the control screen to throw in SFX and
music cuts. It is agood idea to pursue SBE
certification. There are no buttons on the
transmitter's front panel. It should be noted
that the output was fed into adummy load
An occasional instance won't kill anyone, and careful use is fine, as in the second
sentence of this column, in which "it"
refers to "writing:'
But poor writers tend to use these constructions constantly; the result is areduction in the impact of your text. Provide or
imply aclear subject: The control screen
offers plenty of room to throw in SFX and
music cuts. Istrongly urge you to pursue
SBE certification. The transmitter's front
panel doesn't have asingle button. We fed

the output into adummy load.
Unnecessary words — Learn to spot
them. Example: There are two very good
reasons why RF switching systems should
not be allowed to switch "hot." Not only
does this sentence start with "there are," but
we can make our point by eliminating seven words. Just write RF switching systems
should not be allowed to switch "hot." The
two reasons will follow.
Another example: A benefit of a
DayPlanner is that it helps in organizing
your time. Write: A DayPlanner helps you
organize your time.

K

From the Editor
ground. The clock was running. Tried and
true. Covered their tracks. For all the world
to see. The name of the game. In the footsteps of In the final analysis. Shoes will be
tough to fill. The shoe is on the other foot.
In this day and age. Uphill battle. Gave 100
percent (
or 110 percent!). Dropped it like a
hot potato. Best that money can buy. Start
from scratch. And last but not least, last but
not least.
Match a clause to its referent —
Example: Once saved, Icould toggle
through the program. Idoubt the author
means that once h e had been saved he

eep it short. Keep it punchy. Keep it active.

Common instances of using more words
where fewer will do: despite the fact that
(write although); the reason why (
use the
reason); the first-ever and the very first time
(just the first); new introduction and future
plans (
are there any other kinds?); forward
progress (as opposed to backward?); at 2
a.m. in the morning (
redundant); pre-planning (
just planning); fully compatible (is
that like fully pregnant?); expensive to purchase; end results; on a daily basis.
Question each word you write; eliminate
what you don't need.
Clichés — May the journalism gods protect us. Excise the following and their kin
whenever you detect them in your writing:
Both large and small. Beyond the call of
duty. Out there on alimb. To the naked eye.
A win/win situation. Pay off in the long run.
Get the nod. Pulled out all the stops. Up
and running. It worked like a charm. One
thing led to another. The future looked
bleak Bit the bullet. Got their feet wet. At
our fingertips. More bang for the buck In
the long run. The other side of the fence.
Reared its ugly head Beck and call. Out of
the blue. Just what the doctor ordered. Put
the product through its paces. Moved on to
bigger and better things. Stood on solid

could toggle through the program; but
that's what he wrote. Another: Simple in
operation while complex in function, the
performance of the console exceeds expectations. The performance is not simple in
operation; the console is.
Write for one person — For example,
avoid constructions like Some of you reading this... The reader is but one person.
Effective radio writers know this.
Run your spell-checking program — It's
there, why waste it? Don't e-mail amemo
to your boss saying Ilike this product, it
has a realistic scrup wheel. Do that frequently and you'll earn areputation for
poor attention to detail.
Know the rules of hyphens — One little
dash, so much meaning. Consider that the
following sentences do not mean the same
thing: Eight-LED indicators are used to display input/output levels. Eight LED indicators we used to display input/output levels.
Be fanatical about names — The first
and greatest rule of journalism also applies
to anything you write: Spell the name properly. This applies as well to company and
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Avoid reliance on gerunds. — Gerunds
are
nouns
formed
by
adding
"-ing" to averb: He loved going to the
chapter meetings. The gerund in that example is "going," avalid use. But gerunds tend
to be overused, and again allow the writer
to be vague about who is doing what:
Putting a microphone on a boom can
extend its reach. Placing aroll of solder on
the cassette holds it securely in place during testing. The impact is greater if we
avoid the gerund in the subject Jeff uses a
boom to extend amic's reach. A roll of solder on the cassette holds it securely during
testing.
In sum: Keep it short, keep it punchy,
keep it active, keep it clean.
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Avoid overuse of the passive voice. —
Consider these sentences: Avoltage potential was noted between the rack and the
ground strap. During the move, ahuge tangle of wiring was found below the floorboards. We can't tell exactly who noted the
voltage potential, who found the tangle.
Write: My assistant engineer noted a voltage potential between the rack and the
ground strap. During the move, Bob's contractorfound ahuge tangle of wiring below
the floorboards.
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product names.
One press release Ireceived from a
major broadcast vendor misspelled three
names. An announcement from alobbying
group misspelled the name of the FCC
chairman. We're not perfect, either; one of
our colleagues wrote Eddie Fritz in an issue
of the NAB Daily News some years back.
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We're the technology people, but I Toys, where Car Toys is promoting the
will say this, that in talking with Bernie
stations that are HD within their locations.
Sapienza and the retail folks here, we
And the Entercom stations are giving
know of retailers who are planning on
doing just that: Setting aside special
away receivers and promoting Car Toys
locations and special type of marketing
as "The place to go to hear HD Radio"
and so forth.
within their store to sell HD Radio.
There will be alot of cross-pollination
Ithink you'll find retailers connecting
between, not only the manufacturers and
with stations to do co-promotions. For
retailers, but the broadcasters and retailinstance, in Seattle, there's aco-promotion with the Entercom stations and Car
ers.•

Kelly
Continued from page 1

agers and programmers?
Kelly: Dan and I ... go out to talk to
market managers, PDs, sales managers,
promotion directors, and so forth. We do
some cluster meetings also, where we go
to specific clusters within amarket. Dan
has a very good grasp on the history of
where IBOC and HD Radio have come
from. He's been involved since the very
beginning.
He has asales background and amanagement background that's different
from mine. Mine is primarily aprogramming and marketing background. So he
will talk about the sales and revenue
opportunities that multicasting and data
(digital) has to offer; and Italk about the
necessity for promotion, marketing educating the listeners to what HD Radio
has to offer them and the benefits to the
listeners.
RW: Greater Media Detroit executives
said they have done focus groups to see
how to position HD Radio and multicasting to the listeners. What kinds of things
are you telling stations that they should
do?
Kelly: Ithink the most important
thing about branding and marketing of
HD Radio is that each radio station tailors that marketing campaign to their
specific format and their marketplace. So
what we try to do is go in and give them
the objectives. ...
I'll give you an example... HD Radio
is the centerpiece of what has to be marketed. And the reason for that is every
receiver sold in America has the HD
Radio logo on it.
If alistener is going to go in and try to
purchase areceiver ... especially in the
early stages where many of the people
on the sales floor may not be familiar
with HD Radio at that point, to really be
able to get what they want, which is an
HD Radio receiver, they should be able
to walk in and recognize that written on
the front name plate of areceiver.
So therefore calling it anything else
other than HD Radio, Ithink, creates a
potential confusion problem with the listener's carrying through with the purchase of areceiver. Iencourage the stations to use descriptors of HD Radio that
fit their market. ...
RW: How can Ibiquity, stations and
the consumer electronics industry combat confusion — say, if someone walks
into a store and says, " Iwant digital
radio"? Irealize you're advising stations to call it HD Radio. But how can
you prevent that sale from being converted to satellite radio or something else?
Kelly: The most important thing is
that the broadcasters continue to emphasize that it is HD Radio and they may
even call it "digital HD Radio," but as
long as there's HD Radio there, that
helps.
But the other half of this is we have
efforts that are being led by Bernie
Sapienza ( Ibiquity vice president of
retail business development), our retail
expert, where they are training floor
personnel for retailers. They're working
on other ways of getting more of the
store personnel who are selling or will
be potentially selling HD Radio
receivers in the future and educating
them to what HD Radio and digital AM
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Kelly Forgot to Turn on the Mic

Don Kelly
and FM is all about.
Idon't think you can fault the people
necessarily on the floor, if someone
walks in and says, " Iwant a digital
radio," because, quite frankly, the only
digital radio out there is satellite in their
minds — because they need the education just as much as listeners do about
HD Radio; and we're in the process of
doing that.
One of the strategies we're using is
we're attempting to get the broadcasters
to interest listeners in going to their Web
site. For instance, they may say, "We're
now broadcasting in digital HD Radio. If
you'd like to know more about this great
technology, go to our Web site and click
on the HD Radio logo." ...
They pop up with a one-pager that
explains what HD Radio is, what the
benefits are, and in many cases, the
broadcasters are actually telling listeners
what retailers in their marketplace either
are carrying or potentially can order HD
Radio receivers in their marketplace.
Also, those HD Radio pages, are, in
many cases, linking to our HDRadio.com
site so that people that are listening to
the station can gain as much information
as they'd like. ...
The idea is to entice them to go further. It would be virtually impossible to
educate alistener as to what HD Radio is
only by using the airwaves. Ithink we
have to interest them in it and move
them to the Web site for the full information. ...

Don Kelly has consulted stations in markets such as San Francisco, Chicago and
New York. But his radio career began when he dropped out of ajunior college in
Maryland to work as an on-air talent at WARK(AM)/WARX(FM) in Hagerstown,
Md. — "to the chagrin of my parents," he said.
Kelly was hired for the FM, which aired abeautiful music format. He had alive,
60-second commercial to read during the first hour of his shift on his first night on
the air.
"I spent two hours before Iwas on the air practicing and practicing and practicing, so Iwould be perfect. Icame on the air, and it came time for that commercial.
The music faded out on the beautiful music station, and of course Igave it plenty of
time to fade out to the total end. Idid the commercial, got through it perfectly.
"One of the air talents from the AM came over, and opened the door, and said,
'Hey! What's all of that dead air?'
"I had forgotten to turn on the mic. That's atrue story."
Kelly worked in radio for 25 years before joining Ibiquity. As air talent and program director, he helped to build stations such as KI0I(FM), San Francisco and
WRKS(FM), New York. His consulting clients for programming and marketing
included KPWR(FM), Los Angeles and WQHT(FM), New York.
He launched and developed AC, rhythmic CHR and urban formats in New York,
Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia and San Francisco. He was also part-owner and
station manager of WJKS(FM), Canton, N.J.
— Leslie Stimson
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RW: Is it different promoting a multicast channel than a regular HD Radio
channel? Are you advising people differently on those?
Kelly: Actually, it's interesting. Right
now, how to promote amulticast channel
is really being developed by those people
who are multicasting. Several of them
are tying their multicast channel and
they're also streaming it on the Web, and
they're promoting between the Web and
their multicast channel. Others are promoting from their main channel to their
multicast channel.
There's a number of different ways
that will be explored by the broadcasters.

RW: XM and Sirius have kiosks in the
retail stores. Is Ibiquity planning anything like that? Something that would set
the HD Radios apart?
Kelly: We're a technology company,
so we're not in the business of selling
receivers. We're not in the business of
being the content provider. And that's
really what the satellite guys are. They're
the radio station.

DIGITaIllaNOW SHIPPING!

Year after year, broadcasters depend on Radio Systems' studio products.
For performance, price and dependability

THERE IS NO BETTER VALUE.
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Maybe Food and the Studio Can Mix
by John Bisset
On the phone with an engineer the other day, Iheard him interrupt to chastise a
co-worker trying to steal one of his cardboard boxes.
"You have so many," came the reply.
"Can't you let me have just one?" Sounds
familiar.
We may not be able to help with those
boxes; but how about the problem of a

sales, locked in the prize closet, you
know the routine. So the engineers took it
astep further.
Thanks to this lock and chain, the
truck isn't taken, used and then forgotten.
Not that the engineers won't share. But
they make the person using the hand
truck accountable for returning it.
Jon Bennett heads the engineering
department at Cox Richmond. A frequent
contributor to this column, he can be

The issue of food and drink in the studio is near the top of the list. The topic
touches readers' hot buttons, too.
Terry Skelton was the "tech sup" or
engineering manager for the NBC television network news shows in New York
many years ago. He and his staff felt it
was illogical (as well as a losing battle)
to try to go against human nature and
needs.
Frequently, audio engineers worked

from equipment (over awastebasket, for
instance), and usually at the blank end of
the furniture at the end of the console.
Drinks were allowed there, but only
there. If that rule was broken, it was time
for discipline.
The same solution could be applied
to food, perhaps using a small rollaround table or one mounted against a
wall. Food could be limited to that
spot.
Just keep in mind one of the basic
rules of electronics: If you put drinks
near the gear, sooner or later someone, no
matter how careful or well-intentioned,
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Fig 2: A typical map detail for the FM
auction by Mullaney Engineering is shown.

Fig. 1: Equipment stays put when it locked down.
missing hand truck?
Engineers at the Cox stations in
Richmond, Va., found that it doesn't help
to simply label a truck as engineering
property. Promotions has their own, yet
the engineering hand truck often went
missing anyway — later found in the
back of a remote van, down the hall in

AL%

reached at jon.bennett@cox.com.
* * *
No matter which market you work in,
how many stations are in the group or the
number of employees, some problems are
universal among broadcast engineers.

long hours and exhausting swing shifts.
That cup of coffee helped prevent errors;
and management didn't allow errors on the
"Today" show or "The Nightly News."
Terry installed teak cupholders,
obtained from boat supply companies, in
the audio booth and other locations. The
cup holders would be mounted away

will spill it into the faders. Terry adds
that he speaks from lots of personal experience.
Skelton is now amanager with amilitary, aerospace and government contractor in Santa Fe, N.M. He's terskelton@
aoLcom.
See WORKBENCH, page 7
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station's parameters with those of market companions.
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ing-themed T-shirts to give away to the
three best "home brew" circuit projects
submitted to Workbench. (
Paul and Iwill
be the judges, and our decision will be
final.)
This circuit can be an equipment modification that improves performance, or a
bread-boarded circuit that you came up
with to solve aproblem at your stations.
(Sorry, the idea for the relay that drops
the jock's headphone feed if the door to
the audio processor rack is opened is
already taken.)
E-mail or fax your entry using the
information at the end of this article. Be
sure to include aclear drawing of the
schematic, ahigh-resolution digital picture of the device, a parts list and a
description of what the circuit does.
So put afew bucks in your pocket and
maybe a shirt on your back. Let's hear

what limited to be realistic.
The bid file identifies which of the
* * *
allotments was in a previous auction;
what, if any, the last bid was; and
The FM Auction 62 process is underwhether the bid was withdrawn or the
way. By now your owner has filed a bidder
defaulted
on
payment.
Form 175, indicating what allotments he
Coordination problems with Canada or
or she is interested in. Before Sept. 30,
Mexico or with a pending rule making
bidders should look at the allowable
are noted.
areas and population served.
For information, contact Mullaney at
To assist with this evaluation, Jack
mullengr@aoLcom or (301) 921-0115.
Mullaney and his staff at Mullaney
John Bisset has worked as a chief
Engineering have auseful map package.
engineer and contract engineer for more
The package includes allowable area
than 30 years. He is northeast regional
maps for each auction channel. It also
sales manager for Broadcast Electronics.
describes whether the channel can be
Reach him at (571)217-9386.
immediately upgraded, and includes a
Send ideas and submissions to jbisseparate map for that upgrade.
set@bdcast.com or fax to (603) 472A population analysis uses the FCC as
4944. Submissions for this column are
well as the Longley-Rice methods.
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertiMullaney says tower heights were some- fication credit.
from you talented readers.

e

Fig. 3: Got a good circuit idea?
You can win this or another
engineering-themed T-shirt.
•
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* * *
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When engineering manages board ops
or other engineers, disciplining errant
behavior is one thing; but when it's engineering against the programming staff,
you may face astruggle to be heard.
Here's the policy adopted at Clear
Channel Orlando, home of five FMs, two
50- gallon AMs and the Florida State
Network.
It's asimple one, says engineer Frank
Lovre: Any equipment damage due to
food or drink spills is charged back to
that station's programming budget.
Now that will get some attention.
Reach Frank atfiovreefrn.com.

You WILL win aprize.

* * *
Althought plenty of tips roll in, we
haven't had as many do-it-yourself circuits lately, so here's an incentive.
Our editor Paul McLane has worked
out a deal with the folks at the NAB
Store to provide us with neat engineer-

How
to ...
Submit a
letter to the
editor:

E-mail us at
radioworld0
imaspub.com with "Letter to the
Editor" in the title field.
Change your mailing address:
Visit www.rwonfine.com, click on

Subscribe to RW and follow
instructions to change a subscription address.
Contribute freelance articles
Ito Radio World:

rachoworldgimaspub.corn
and request our Writer's
Guidelines.
Get information about
advertising in RW:
Download a media kit including

editorial calendar at
wwwimaspub.corn.
Purchase reprints of articles:
E-mail Emmily Wilson at
ewilsonOrmaspub.corn.
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IN THE MIDDLE
OF THE ACTION...

Matrix Portable:

IRAQ.

Delivering the sound of holiday cheer to listeners around
the world is as simple as pressing a button. Only the
advanced Comrex Matrix POTS codec delivers the highest quality audio and superior connection reliability over
standard wired, and GSM wireless phone connections,
and satellite terminals. Our road-proven design and construction, plus ease of operation and real-world features,
make Matrix your best choice for all your POTS and ISDN
remotes. The results? Your listeners become the most
generous people on the face of the planet.

Armed with little more than two microphones and aMatrix,
Ted Leitner of XPRS, The Mighty 1090, broadcast his radio
talk show LIVE during morning drive from the Al Asad Marine Base in Iraq. Leitner is facilitating on-air live communication between troops and their families back home in San
Diego, as well as bringing along special guests from the San
Diego sports world, including several of the San Diego Charger Girls. " Keeping the spirits of our armed forces up is what
its all about," said Ted, " Nothing beats bringing alittle piece
of home to our troops stationed abroad. Thanks, Comrex!"

aC •
Sure all the action is in the field, but agreat remote needs a
great home base. And there's nothing better than the Matrix
Rack. It's compatible via POTS and ISDN with ALL Comrex
codecs as well as those from nearly everyone else. Perfect
for receiving those calls from the field. Make the Matrix Rack
the center of communications for ALL your remotes.
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Next Steps for IBOC Are Critical
Station Conversion is Only One Part of the Process
Now that it seems like the conversion
to HD Radio is gaining momentum, let's
take acloser look at what really needs to
happen for the process to move to asuccessful conclusion.
As with almost any broadcasting system's conversion, its impact will be felt
well beyond the transmitter site, and it
will deeply affect the business and legal
elements of station operations. It will
also have impact on the consumer electronics marketplace.
We'll start this time with a look at
upcoming regulatory change, which nec-

essarily serves as foundation and catalyst
for other developments.
Hot topics
The FCC recently closed its comment
period for NRSC-5, and by adding these
to the many other comments received last
year in response to the FNPRM & NOI
on FCC 04-99, it should have all the
input it needs to move from its current
interim rules adopted in 2002 to final
ones for U.S. digital radio. When this
will actually happen is anyone's guess,
but we can surmise on some of the key

points likely to be addressed in the anticipated " Second
Digital
Audio
Broadcasting Report and Order."
Most controversial and divergent
among the comments to NRSC-5 was the
interference potential of AM IBOC service. You'll recall that the interim rules
allow only daytime AM IBOC operation,
and some broadcasters have called for the
commission to allow full-time operations
in its final rules (as the commission has
hinted it might do in the past). Yet
numerous other comments brought forth
evidence of harmful interference caused
by AM IBOC even under daytime operations.
The FCC will have difficulty resolving

"Today. more than ever, broadcast engineers
need to continue their education in order to
ensure the success of their stations. Attending
The NAB Radio Show

is a great opportunity to

learn by meeting with radio industry experts and
your peers in an intimate networking atmosphere.
Every year the Radio Show technical program
offers a concise and relevant schedule of seminars
and workshops specifically developed for busy radio
engineers. If you want to keep on top of radio
technology, The NAB Radio Show
is the place to be."
Milford Smith
Vice President of Engineering
Greater Media, Inc.
Boston, MA
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by Skip Pizzi
the diversity of opinions on this issue,
and however it rules, subsequent action is
likely to be undertaken by some party. So
we may not see the last word on AM's
digital conversion for some time.
The other key regulatory component
awaited is full authorization of FM IBOC
multicasting, which under interim rules is
only allowable under special permission.
This is probably the area of greatest recent
change and potential early impact of
IBOC, and it's an issue that is still resonating through the radio business from top to
bottom, as the industry tries to come to
terms with it and grasp its ultimate value.
Comment has been strongly positive on
multicasting, but the issue presents regulatory challenges nonetheless.
Careful what you wish for
On one hand, commissioners have gone
on record extolling the virtues of multiple
new services that IBOC can bring to
American consumers. Yet they also have
taken so much heat from Congress and the
public on media ownership and consolidation recently that they may be reluctant to
overtly allow anything that looks like they
are giving more channel capability to
incumbent broadcasters.
NRSC-5 calls for up to eight services
to be carried on asingle IBOC FM channel. One way to spin this is that it allows
broadcasters great flexibility to provide
increased public service, without being
forced to make pure binary decisions on
carriage of content based primarily on
revenue considerations. Another angle is
that it can help terrestrial broadcasters
compete with satellite radio, and thereby
provide increased local services. But
from another perspective, allowing multicasting can also be interpreted as raising
the ceiling on the number of services a
single broadcaster is able to control —
from eight to 43 in the largest markets.
(You'll recall that current limits allow
for an operator to own up to eight stations in a single market, up to five of
which could be FMs. Under NRSC-5,
those five FMs could provide amaximum
of 40 services, plus three AMs — which
would remain limited to a single service
— totaling 43 services at amaximum.)
A countering argument, of course, is
that those single- market ownership caps
are scaled to the number of stations in the
market — the abovementioned limits of
eight total and five in either band applies
only in markets having 45 or more stations, for example, and the limits decrease
with the number of stations in the market.
Because all FM stations in the market
would be similarly enabled to expand their
service, the relative proportion of services
controlled by asingle operator theoretically should not change.
See IBOC. page 15
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Eiffel Tower
1,063 ft.

John Hancock
1,127 ft

Empire State
1,250 ft.

Sears Tower
1,450 ft.

Taipei 101
1,670 ft.

CN Tower
1,815 ft.

OmniaTower
over 3,000 ft

The Empire State building is pretty tall. Taipei 101? CN Tower? Even taller. But
Omnia dwarfs them all. In fact, if you stacked up all the Omnia audio processors
in use around the world, you'd have atower well over 3,000 feet high.
In just afew short years, Omnia has emerged as the best-selling audio processor in
the world. More importantly, it's the most successful stations in top markets like New
York, Los Angeles, London, Paris, Rome, Beijing, Tokyo, Amsterdam and Berlin,
that have put Omnia on top. And more broadcasters are upgrading every day, using
Omnia as their secret weapon to stay miles above the competition.
More than 60% of the Top 100 highest- rated FM stations
in the USA have already upgraded to Omnio-6EX---the
six- bond dual- path processor for standard FM and HD
Radio signals.The reason these leaders choose Omnia?
Once you've heard it, you'll know.

Speaking of heights, did you know that Omnia processing now powers
stations broadcasting from every one of the famous structures pictured above?
Big or small, isn't it high time you upgraded to Omnia?
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The Premature Death of HD Radio
by Mark Ramsey
You and 1are not Kevin Costner, and
HD Radio is not the Field of Dreams.
Because we build it does not necessarily
mean the audience will come.
The HD Radio path we are galloping
down is atreacherous one. And the future
of our industry hangs in the balance.
HD Radio has been much examined
by the engineers and sellers and owners
and programmers. But from what Ican
tell, not a single consumer marketer has
ever tried to make sense of it.
Until now.
Will HD Radio die apremature and
ignominious death? Ihope not. But the
difference between the success of, say,
digital photography and the failure of,
say, AM stereo is the difference between
understanding the way consumers think
and ignoring it.
So far, we're ignoring it.
Here are the reasons HD Radio could
die on the vine — unless you and Ido
something about it now.
Problem 1: How Do You
Sell a Radio?
HD Radio requires that consumers buy
new hardware. New radios. Not since the
dawn of our industry have we needed to
drive sales of hardware.
But we are content providers. And we
own the pipes. We handle adistribution
channel that's already in every car, workplace and home — it's universal. We
don't know — and haven't needed to
know — how to sell radios. And if you
think selling these radios is as simple as
"getting behind the effort," talking it up
and handing out free samples, please stop
taking the brown acid now.
People will buy these radios for two
reasons: Either the radios will piggyback
on something they buy for other reasons,

i.e., " Ibuy a new car and HD Radio
comes standard," or they will want the
content that is available exclusively on
HD Radio and nowhere else.
Problem 2: HD Radio Is Selfish
HD Radio presumably solves an
industry problem, namely how to keep up
with technology, expand our offerings to
advertisers and compete more effectively
with satellite radio. But what audience
problem does it solve uniquely?
Here is aslate of competing answers,
all of them flawed:
More choice? The vast majority of listeners already have enough choice — all
our research and ratings experience tells
us that. We assume that listeners subscribe
to satellite radio because of the enormous
choice. Ithink this assumption is wrong.
The statistics indicate that satellite listeners tune in only slightly more channels
than radio listeners tune in stations.
Having access to 100 channels is not an
attraction if Idon't use them.
But choice isn't just about using more
channels or stations, it's about having
more unique ones to choose from, you
might argue. True enough. But would it
surprise you if you discovered that the
most popular satellite radio channels are
clones of the most popular radio stations?
The hits are the hits. ...
More versions of your core format?
This is the same as " more choice."
Besides, dozens of format skews are
already available on satellite radio or via
streaming broadband — soon to your cell
phone, the ultimate "portable radio." By
the time HD Radio is widely available,
these alternatives to radio will likely be
flourishing.
"It's Digital!"— i.e., better audio
quality? To the industry, and any consumer who does their homework, HD
Radio is positioned as " Pure Digital.

d
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Clear Radio." The pitch, in other words,
is that this is technologically better radio.
Where's the evidence that audio quality
is ameaningful benefit, that "bad audio" is
one of radio's audience problems? Most
people don't have a problem with the
audio quality of their radios. The vast
majority of your audience does not consist
of audiophiles. In fact, your listeners are
less likely to be discriminating musicologists and more likely to be tone deaf.
As marketing guru Seth Godin wrote
me on this topic of audio quality as a
benefit for HD Radio: "Yikes, (this) is
such ahard sell. Ijust spent thousands of
dollars lowering the quality of my stereo
at home by switching my CDs to MP3s
and buying a Sonos player. The iPod
vastly outsells turntables because people
don't want quality, they want control."
Where's the "control" with HD Radio?
In the hands of broadcasters, that's
where, not listeners.
No commercials? Commercials: Now
there's alistener problem. But HD Radio
won't help us there.
Data channels for services such as
traffic, news, and weather? Those services are already on the market and will
be commonplace by the time HD Radio
is widely available.
But radio is "free"! Indeed it is. But
time and again consumers prove they're
willing to pay for what they value. After
all, water is free, yet people buy the
expensive bottled stuff every day — more
than $8.3 billion in 2003 alone. Just try
telling folks HD Radio is free in the same
breath you tell them anew radio costs
$200....

Mark Ramsey
that satisfy wants better than other products do and they buy stuff that satisfies
those wants uniquely. If Ias aconsumer
don't have aproblem with radio, Idon't
need HD Radio.
This, in fact, is why there aren't
already millions more subscribers to
Sirius or XM: Most people don't have a
radio problem. And no problem requires
no solution. ...
Problem 4: Who the
Target Audience?
Who are the best first customers for
HD Radio? They are the tech-heads, the
innovators, the gadget freaks, the trendsetters.
They are, in other words, the very
same folks who took the dive with satellite radio and are now under contract with
Sirius or XM. They are the same folks
who pay Launch.com or MSN to stream
their "radio" online. Either way, they will
be disinclined to cancel just so they can
buy yet another radio — unless our content is utterly unique.
See HD DREAMS, page 12

Problem 3: What's the
Simple, Clear Benefit?
People buy what benefits them — in
fact, in areal sense people buy the benefit, not the product. They buy products
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Greater Media Multicasts in Motown
by Leslie Stimson
Greater Media has converted three
Detroit FM radio stations to IBOC and is
multicasting those stations. It's an early case
study in how radio groups are eyeing and
trying out their new channel capabilities.
Converted to HD Radio are WRIF,
WCSX and WMGC. Their companion multicast stations are designated as WRIF2,
WCSX Deep Trax and More Magic respectively.
Few listeners can hear the supplemental
channels over the air, but that should begin
to change in September, when manufacturers are expected to start shipping multicastcapable receivers. The channels can also be
heard online.
Tom Bender, senior vice president/general manager of Greater Media Detroit, said
his stations are doing on-air marketing and
explaining the HD Radio story on their Web
sites.
"We did acouple of focus groups to find
out how to explain (the switch) in listener
language," said Bender.
Brand extensions
R1F2 is described as alocal mix of
alternative and indic rock, hip- hop and
punk. Greater Media says it is a "new execution" of the WRIF format and targets listeners 18-24.
WCSX Deep Trax HD2 is acompanion
station to WCSX; it provides classic rock
songs that are outside the regular format.

More Magic is a soft AC format that
includes ' 70s and ' 80s hits, standards,
Broadway hits and classical hits.
Bender and President/CEO Peter Smyth
described the formats chosen for the supplemental channels as brand extensions.
Research helped pinpoint format holes in
the market that supplemental channels
could serve.
The company also plans to multicast HD
Radio stations in other markets but chose to
begin with Detroit, "because it sends asignal to automakers that radio is serious about
this," Smyth said. Clear Channel's
WILB(FM) in Detroit also is multicasting,
according to data from Ibiquity Digital.
'Its different.'
The Greater Media multicast channels
carry no ads at present; short on-air sponsor
announcements are mentioned at the top of
each hour. The company wants to keep ads
brief "until we gauge demand as an advertising vehicle," said Bender.
He and Smyth also said that, in the
future, radio may not use only 30- and 60second spots. Multicast channels provide an
opportunity to try different approaches to ad
lengths.
"We don't have to make the channels pay
their bills right away," said Bender.
Smyth said, "It's different. It's an economic investment for us, not only money
but also time for our programmers to program it and to set the stage for where we're
going in the future. People are looking at

eAudemat-Aztec
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and demo online at
www.goldeneagle-hd.c

PAD and RBDS data monitoring
TCP/IP connectivity

Radi

Pure Dtgital. Clear Ra

GOLDENEAGLE

HD Radio Monitors www.audemat-aztec.com Miarn FL USA - ussales@audemat-aztec.com

HD/AM/FM Mobile metering - ROS Encoding - Remote Control

these channels as different and new, so we
have to think about it differently."
Greater Media is using HD Radio transmission equipment from Broadcast
Electronics, and Klotz consoles and routing
equipment in the studios for the main digital
channels, with BE's AudioVault for the
multicast channels. To prepare the plant,
Mark Kemen, chief engineer for the Detroit
cluster, said he had staff working on creating anew audio server for each of the three
supplemental stations, in order to port that
data into the transmitters along with the
analog and digital signals. That process took
six weeks.
The company is splitting its digital signals to achieve adata rate of 48 kilobits per
second for the main channels and 48 kbps
for the supplemental channels, Kemen said.
Some early multicasters have been using a
64/32 kbps split, but Kemen said he liked
the audio quality better at 48 kbps than 32.
The stations are in anew facility, five
years in the making, built with an eye for

HD Dreams
Continued from page 10

Problem 5: Fighting Satellite
Radio on Its Terms
Is a Losing Proposition
There's alogic that says because satellite is nipping at radio's heels we must
take action to be more like satellite radio.
This logic ignores the fact that becoming
"more like" satellite means becoming
redundant to satellite radio. ...
Problem 6: The Product Is
Different in Every Market
Satellite radio is acoherent brand, the
same nationwide. HD Radio will be different in every market, depending on the programming decisions made in that market.
That means that satellite radio is selling one product but HD Radio is selling
as many products as we have markets.
How do you sell a technology that is
different everywhere you sell it? Answer:
You can't. You can only sell the content
on it.
That adds asizable quantity of confusion to the mix; and the more confusing
the product, the less consumers will pay
attention to it. And the less attention they
pay to it, the less apt they are to adopt it.
Problem 7: The Technology
"Cart" Is Before
The Content "Horse"
We should know what we're going to
multicast on this technology before we
set out to market it. Consumers aren't
buying radios, after all, they're buying
what we put on them. When was the last
time you bought aticket to ashow without knowing who was playing?
Why are we as an industry inviting our
audience to a " blind date" with our
future? It is the content in the technology
— what we put on the radios — not the
presumed "gee- whiz" factor, that can
make HD Radio ahit.
Make no mistake: That content must
be special and magnetic and unique.
Splintered versions of our existing formats will not be sufficient. HD Radio
will demand star talent and will, Ipredict, be driven by non-music content —
talk and entertainment — if it is to be
driven at all.
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going HD Radio, Bender said.
"We left all the carts, cassette machines
and CD players in the old building," Bender
said.
The conversion was done in two stages,
with the HD Radio install first and then
multicasting capability added acouple of
months later, said Bender, who estimated
the total IBOC costs at about $ 150,000 for
each station including multicasting capabiliThough WMGC has been an Ibiquity
test station for more than three years,
Greater Media is now publicizing the station's switch. WMGC is using high-level
combining of the analog and digital signals
to an ERI Rototiller antenna.
The ER! Cogwheel antenna for WCSX
was modified to accept dual inputs of the
analog and digital signals. WRIF is using
the ER! Lynx Dual-Input FM Antenna.
Greater Media tested the IBOC system
on the other stations for 90 days before
going public, said Kemen.
As of Aug. 2, 21 U.S. stations were multicasting, according to figures from Ibiquity,
including the Greater Media Detroit facilities. e
Problem 8: Radio Doesn't
Live in a Vacuum
HD Radio is already competitively outfoxed, before it even gets out of the gate.
The phenomenon of podcasting will allow
listeners to get both music and non-music
content while bypassing radio of any kind.
Iknow it's alicensing nightmare right
now and the technology required to podcast is not yet mainstream, but both of
these issues will be resolved within a
matter of months, well ahead of HD
Radio's rollout.
Meanwhile, my sister doesn't listen to
radio. Her office, her co-workers and the
hundreds of listening quarter-hours they
represent every week belong to streaming
audio, which will only grow as highspeed connections become ever more
ubiquitous.
And that only scratches the surface.
High-speed Internet connections to cell
phones are on the horizon — and (unlike
radios) cell phones are commonly
upgraded every two years.
Within the next 24 months WiFi will
be widely available and free to all in
cities like Austin, Portland, Philadelphia,
New York City, San Francisco and others.
And that's not all. Reuters reports,
"Slightly more than 100 US cities ... are
setting up wireless networks now ...
(and) close to 1,000 local governments
worldwide have plans in the works."
Free wireless audio access? There's
another name for that:
"Radio."
A Call to Action
If HI) Radio fails, it will be for one reason: We ignored good marketing sense and
allowed it to fail. But if it succeeds we're
still not out of the woods.
Radio's long-term relevance is not linked
inextricably to the fate of HD Radio. Our
industry must understand that we have a
seat at the table of wireless audio — the
biggest seat with the broadest distribution.
We can use our influence and muscle and
talent and resources to develop and own that
big seat until the end of time.
Ramsey is president of Mercury Radio
Research in San Diego. Reach him via email to mramsey@mercradio.com. This
article was excerpted from the original,
published on Rainsey's blog at
www.radiomarketingnexus.com.
RW welcomes other points of view.
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Conserves AU.

Technology can save you money.
Consider: computers, VolP phone systems and
bandwidth cost less and deliver more every year.
Wouldn't it be great if broadcast gear did, too?
Thanks to Axia, it can.
Axia saves you money by using open Ethernet
technology to replace expensive proprietary
mainframe routers. Not only is Ethernet less
expensive, it's simpler and more reliable —
perfect for critical 24/7 operations. The Axia
IP-Audio solution eliminates sound cards, DAs,
punch blocks and cumbersome cables, so it
reduces installation and maintenance costs.
And now, Axia has acool new modular control
surface: Element. Scalable from four to forty
faders, you can build the ideal surface for every
studio. Element's abundant outputs and flexible
architecture can be switched between stereo
and surround mixing. Its info- rich user display,
HO Multicast, HD Surround, conventional stereo — Element
handles them all. Upgrade your studios with confidence;

built-in router control, and integrated phone
element

and codec support simplify the most complex

you're ready for anything.

shows. You'll never outgrow it.
Like all Axia products, Element does more and
costs about half what others try to charge for
their "
Trust us, this is better than Ethernet, would
we lie to you?" stuff.
Element. Worth its weight in... well, you know.

A

TEL03

COMPANY

www.AxiaAudio.com
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Building and Running aTCP/IP Audio Plant
by Tom Vernon
The speed with which the digital audio
plant has matured is amazing. A decade
ago, afew pioneers interconnected digital
consoles, recorders, codecs and hybrids
using AES3 and S/PDIF cable, and the
first all-digital broadcast studios were up
and running.
Progress has been swift, and today's
digital audio infrastructure bears virtually
no resemblance to that of the mid- 1990s.
While the term IP audio generally is
used to describe network-based audio,
many vendors offer both Ethernet solutions for low-latency studio applications
as well as IP solutions for distribution
and routing of audio where slight delays

The Digigram ES8in and out is used in a Cartersville, Ga., installation.
are not aconcern. Typical components
include a PC-based mix engine, audio
terminals to connect legacy gear and an
Ethernet switch. The entire system is
usually interconnected with Cat-6 cable
or fiber.
Supporters of this approach say an IP

audio plant has many advantages over a
conventional TDM digital installation,
particularly for those contemplating HD
Radio.
Mike Dosch, president of Axia Audio,
said, "Most stations that are going HD
are already digital, and have RDS. What
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is uncertain is where HD is going.
Surround sound is adefinite possibility.
With an IP audio system, the differences
in setup between stereo and surround are
minimal. A traditional TDM system
doesn't have this flexibility."
Dosch said an IP audio system can be
installed one studio at atime, while TDM
requires the entire plant to be converted
at once, usually asignificant expense. A
greatly simplified wiring infrastructure
with IP or Ethernet audio reduces cabling
and labor costs.
Frank Seidel, communications manager for Digigram, said, "The biggest obstacle to widespread adoption of IP or
Ethernet- based systems is the large
installed base of TDM users, who have a
major investment in these plants." Seidel
predicts that the advent of surround
sound will be the driving force for the
acceptance of this new technology.
Users of IP audio plants get abreak on
equipment costs as well. While atypical
TDM router can cost about $50,000, the
necessary Ethernet switch sells for about
$750.
By no means do TDM supporters take
all this lying down.
"TDM systems are more secure than
IP audio," says Brad Harrison, director of
international sales for Wheatstone. " IP
systems are not proven 100- percent
secure from viruses. IP systems have
bandwidth management issues. IP systems require a whole layer of management that is not necessary for TDM systems."
'Buy in'
Further, if surround sound is adriving
force, confusion over standards may be a
restraining force.
Some companies have standardized
approaches to IP audio distribution using
the Internet RTP (Real Time Protocol)
format, and others have proprietary
schemes. While it's not always possible
to connect different vendors' equipment
directly together through the network,
interfacing through PC soundcards is
usually apractical solution.
Stephen Turner, vice president of
AudioScience, said the lack of "buy in"
by other equipment manufacturers could
also be ahindrance.
"It would be a huge plus if consoles,
processors, codecs and other studio gear
had a standardized Ethernet port on the
back so that users could mix and match
network-capable gear easily as AES3 or
analog audio equipment."
While some interconnection issues are
still in limbo, several IP plants have been
completed. NewCap Radio of Edmonton
in Alberta, Canada recently switched
over to a studio buildout with IP audio
technology. Three local stations, asatelSee IP, page 15
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While IP audio can coexist on the
same network as VoIP phones and conventional network traffic, Wilkinson used

studio system.
The Axia network extends to the penthouse atop the mall's 12- story hotel,

Continued from page 14

lite head end and associated production
facilities were involved in amove to the
West Edmonton Mall. The new 26,000
square foot facility uses Axia Audio
components, including five control surfaces and 36 nodes.
Bruce Wilkinson, vice president of
engineering for Pippin Technical, supervised the installation and noted some of
the savings from this type of studio build.
"There are lots of data cabling companies who will pull and certify Ethernet
cable quickly and inexpensively. The
same crew who pulled the data cable for
the offices also did the Ethernet in the
studios. This saved considerable time and
money, and allowed us to concentrate on
the rest of the job."

I

twould be a huge plus if consoles, processors, codecs and other studio gear had a

standardized Ethernet port on the back so
that users could mix and match networkcapable gear.
—
separate networks in the Edmonton
installation. One PC serves as the gateway between the networks, allowing PC
audio workstations to connect with the

Stephen Turner

allowing both program feeds from three
stations along with satellite audio to be
routed to the Moseley digital STL and
satellite uplinks respectively. It also pro-

vides audio feeds back to the studios
from off-air receivers.
Virtual LAN
When WBHF(AM) in Cartersville,
Ga., moved studios from corporate headquarters into new facilities in ahistoric
district, it couldn't mount its five satellite
dishes on the roof.
"Since there was already fiber running
the four miles between headquarters and
the new station, we installed Digigram's
Ether Sound ES8in and ES8out using the
existing Ethernet," said Mark McKelvey,
director of management information systems for Anverse Inc., which owns the
station.
The Digigram ES8in takes up to eight
analog audio sources and inserts them
into an EtherSound network. On the other
See IP, page 16

IBOC
Continued from page 8

One could also argue that the eight-service multicasting level is an extreme case
that is unlikely to ever be achieved or
served on afull-time, simultaneous basis,
but if final rules are based on NRSC-5 as
written, they would imply that such maximum service levels would be permitted.
'Questions'
So the commission will have to walk a
fine political line here, balancing the value
of multicasting with the perception of further relaxation of ownership limits.
This is not an academic concern. It was
addressed directly by Commissioner
Michael Copps in his separate statement
accompanying last year's FNPRM. Here's
an excerpt:
"I...believe that multicasting raises
questions about our ownership rules. As the
Further Notice recognizes, digital radio
and multicasting hold out the promise of
new opportunities to enhance diversity and
to promote localism. But there may also be
some risks involved here, particularly as
regards changes in the local competitive
landscape. Might not the ability to multicast
several streams in a community instead of
just one have at least some effects on the
competitive landscape in that particular
media market? Mat does it mean for competition i
facompany that would be permitted to own eight radio stations in amarket
also obtains the ability to multicast many
more programming streams? Does that
really promote competition, localism and
diversity in the digital era?"
Therefore, notwithstanding the industry's recent embrace of the multicasting
movement, full approval in its current form
is not necessarily assured. And despite its
seemingly rosy future at present, the adoption of any significantly burdensome or
costly new regulatory requirements for
broadcasters who implement multicasting
could kill the movement as quickly as it
arose.
If multicasting truly is IBOC's killer app,
how the final rules read on it will be critical
to the U.S. digital radio transition as a
whole — perhaps more than any other single regulatory element.
Next time we'll consider how the receiver marketplace might react in the IBOC era.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of Radio
World. e
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Big Pipe.
Big Pipe is not just another studio-transmitter link. With scalable,
bidirectional capabilities up to awhopping 45 Mb/s, you can interchange
analog and digital audio, HD Radio data, Ethernet, serial data, video, and
telephony via awireless or wireline path. Scalable, flexible, and reliable,
Big Pipe works just as well for studio facility interconnects and many other
media transport needs. Because it comes from BE, you know that Big Pipe
is designed for the realities of radio, including tight budgets and rock solid
performance. Contact BE for details.
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end, the ES8out converts them back into
analog audio. Both units can provide bidirectional control.

audio feeds coexist on the fiber with
traditional network traffic between corporate headquarters and the WBHF studios.
"The alternative to this Ethernet solution," said McKelvey, "was spending
about $ 150 per month each for five dedicated lines from the phone company."

director of engineering for Buckley
Broadcasting's WOR in New York,
recently supervised the installation of
an IP studio buildout.
Proper prep

"On one hand it can be scary, but you
need to look on it as a new challenge,"
he said.
Success depends to a large degree
on engineers getting the proper training and skills beforehand. A good
jumping-off point, according to Ray, is
to study the Certified Broadcast
Network Technologist exam questions
in the CERT Preview CD, available
from the SBE. Much of the material is
relevant to the TCP/IP audio plant, and
it wouldn't hurt to take the exam to
become certified.
For those contemplating an Axia
installation, understanding the basics of
the Linux operating system is valuable.
"When you're on the phone with the
Axia tech support guys, things go a lot
faster if you know the Linux commands," Ray said.

Another thing to learn and understand
is the wiring convention for Ethernet
cables. Standards specify specific pairs
of wires in the cable that must be used
for transmitting and receiving data. Ray
notes that if the wires are not correctly
mapped to the pinout on the connector
specified by the standard, the cable
might generate errors due to noise or
cross-talk.
He said it's also good to understand
the workings of networking components. "You may be asked by management to explain why you're using the
more expensive Ethernet switch in an IP
plant, when inexpensive hubs are readily
available at the discount office supply
store."
Documenting the TCP/IP plant has
some unusual twists. The traditional
cable runlists and flow diagrams are still
used; but, Ray said, that isn't enough.
"It's important to have a listing of
what is on each node, so if it fails it can
easily be recreated. To do that, we've
taken screen shots of the node listings
and stored them on CDs."

The Networked Workbench

Axia system in place at NewCap Radio installation in Edmonton, Alberta.
The station set up avirtual LAN that
dedicated a 100 MHz bandwidth on the
network. The audio from the five satellite dishes travels as a stream through
the system and breaks out at the studio
end. Tones are sent from the studio
back through the same system for
remote control of the dishes. The five

While the physical wiring of an IP
audio plant is pitched as a big benefit
compared to that of atraditional analog
or digital installation, it has hidden
complexities, and its coming can be a
shock to an engineering staff that is
unprepared.
Tom Ray, vice president/corporate

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
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"My Secret Weapon.

/

rhat's what some radio sales managers and salespeople call the : 30- and : 60second radio features we produce for seasonal events, such as Back-to-School, and
holidays throughout the year. We prefer to think of them as more of aTOOL than
aweapon. In any case, they get the job done! They sound great on the air, are easy
to sell, and make you money! Why not find out for yourself right now? Just write
down the names of 3prospects you'd like to have spending (some/more) money
with you. Visit gracebroadcast.com and download any demos that might appeal to
them. Then go pitch them! It's completely risk free...and they might just say Yes!

4

Questions? Call us at ( 888 472-2388. The suggestion above is risk- free. And highly effective.

GRACE BROADCAST SALES

Your trusted DVM will be of limited use when it comes to troubleshooting a
delinquent IP network. This kind of plant upgrade requires different test equipment
and methodologies than those that are used in atraditional analog or digital installation.
WOR's Tom Ray recommends that users start with alaptop containing both a
network (TCP/IP) port and aCOM port, which can be difficult to find on today's
portable computers. The TCP port allows users to access the system's Web pages
for configuration, logging and troubleshooting. The COM port permits access to the
system when there are failures that make TCP/IP access impossible.
The management software that comes with Ethernet routers and the IP audio gear
is valuable in logging system failures and spotting bottlenecks.
A network cable analyzer such as the $5,995 Fluke DSP-4000 or $ 125 B+K
Precision 240A is essential for locating cables that are noisy, have incorrect pinouts
or are otherwise bad.
Network analysis software installed on your laptop enables you to visualize the
data flow through the system, check security, and run housekeeping chores. Among
the popular programs are shareware such as IP-Tools and NetworkActiv Scanner.
Even though this type of audio plant is basically an Ethernet network, don't toss
your conventional audio test gear. It's still valuable for setting levels and testing
analog and digital throughput on recorders and other source equipment.
— Tom Vernon
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Model MBC-1 Message Board Controller
• converts status inputs to LED display data
• 15 prioritized logic- level signaling inputs
• momentary or maintained signal inputs
• fully programmable color display with graphics
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• pre-programmed "starter" messages
• multiple displays from one controller
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Model DAI -2Dialup Audio Interface
• perform unattended remote broadcasts

www.mikeflags.com

• DTMF operated controller Wth relay outputs
• fully programmable output on any key press
• momentary and/or maintained relay outputs

A TTENTION PROVIDERS!

.

Promote your services to Radio Worlds readers. Reach Radio Station and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising
call Claudia at 1703 9987600, ext. 154.

• four logic inputs with programmable output
• balanced audio input and output with ALC
• pluggable terminals for all I/O connections

IL Sine Systems.,

615 228 3500
more Werfnation: Www sinesystems corn

Presto! Ws ADee
OmniRax Presto Audio Desk
The OmniRax Presto is designed to meet avariety productiorroom applications - starting at only $ 389) This heavy-duty
desk now includes casters and offers additional
leg room. The desk surface is wide enough
for production mixers or computer recording
controllers, while providing eight rack spaces in two
bays within easy reach.The shelf above the rack
spaces can hold computer monitors and nearfield
monitors. Standard black color. Also available in
gray slate, mahogany or maple formica surfaces
at additional cost. You can also add an optional
keyboard shelf. Dimensions: desk height 26.5"; desk
surface dimension 21.9" Dx55.9" W. Order today!

°crown

D75 Tops the Charts for Over 30 Years!
TheCrown D75 has been the broadcast standard monitoring amp for over 30 years. There may
be cheaper amps on the market, but this is the Crown model you want. It excels at any kind
of ciitical Mistening and it's built to last...there are nearly four decades of proven performance
beh'nd this workhorse. Features: 40 watts of power into 8ohms; front-panel level controls;
power and distortion indicators; active balanced inputs with XLR-1/4" combination
connectors; barrier strip output connectors; <.001% harmonic distortion at full power.
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D75A
D45

40 watts/channel into 8ohms

List $ 889.00

25 watts/channel into 8ohms

List $ 675.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.cotn
OR CALL

1-800-42b 8434

PRESTO

M.

Black desk

LowestPrioe

List $ 530.00

Accessories:

AKG K240S

Neumann TLM103

The K240S ,.
semi- open-air
design and around-theear pads are designed for
hour', of or-air comfort.
It offers accurate
reproduction at
all listening levels
with ; educed
fatigue even after
prolonged use.
And ir now has a
single-sided, detachable
cable (no more stepping
on the cable and yanking your headphones off!).
Frequency response 15 Hz-25 kHz; screw- on 1/4"
adapr for ,..
ecure use; impedance 55 ohms.

Real Neumann sound quality
for apittance! The large
diaphragm TLM103 offers
'ow self-noise (7dBA) and
:he highest sound pressure
level transmission at a
very economical price.
The capsule, derived from
that used in the U87, has a
cardioid pattern, is acoustically ""IERMIMIIMMIRO
well-balanced and provides
"
4
1
-W11
extraordinary attenuation of
signals from the rear. Includes a
swivel mount and awooden box.
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JBL 4400 Series Studio Monitors
JBL's 4400A studio monitors are staples of the broadcast industry. They
deliver incredibly fine transient response and accurate spatial imaging,
and the refined internal crossovers offer exacting control and result in
absolutely smooth transitions between transducers. Included in the
series are the 4408A (8", 2-way), 4410A ( 10", 3-way) and the 4412A ( 12", 3
way). Gray laminate finisn and charcoal cloth. Priced as each (left or right)
8" woofer Lor R

List $ 411.00

4410AL or 4410AR

10" woofer Lor R

List $ 565.00

4412AL or 4412AR

12" woofer Lor R

List $ 854.00
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Furman Series II - 15-Amp Power Conditioners

ALL: 1-800-426-8434

PLPLUSII

PLPLUSDIl

L

,14,84/1

List $ 349.99

4408AL or 4408AR
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LowestPrice@bswusa.com

only$99!

List $ 175.00 $ 119"

F'
- 1,1111,111
111

List $ 1,399.99
Shockmount

Black keyboard shelf

ffill•M An L

Accessories:

List $ 150.00

LowestPrice

KMSPR

on $38g.

FURMAN

Furman's Series Il power conditioners feature Series Mode Protection that absorbs and dissipates
transient voltage without sacrificing the power conditioner, Linear Filtering for pure power, and long
10 ft. heavy-duty cables. ABNC connector on the back accepts an optional LED gooseneck light. The
Furman PL8Il base model provides eight switched AC outlets an the rear panel with two front-panel,
slide-out light fixtures. The PL- PLUS II adds afront-panel line voltage indicator. The PL-PLUS DII model
adds afront-panel digital voltmeter with laboratory accuracy (± 1.5 VAC). Finally, the top- end PM8 II has
all the features of the above models and adds asecond digital LED meter showing current draw.
PL8Il

Power conditioner/light module

List $ 159.00

PLPLUSII

Power/lights with voltmeter

List $ 229.00

PLPLUSDII

Power/lights with LED voltmeter

List $ 249.00

PM8Il

Power/lights with LED voltmeter/current draw List $ 249.95

GNLED

Optional BNC gooseneck LED light

List $ 19.95

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

UBL

OR CALL : 1 - 800-426-8434

02113E061:12

LimestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

Save Tons of Cash
with BSW's 4-Pack!

4-Pack Middle Atlantic Rack Shelves

1-800-426-8434

Shhh... We're On The Air
On-Air and Recording Lights
Prolite Architectural series lights are attractive
and functional. The housing and canopy are
triple ground, cast aluminum with abaked,
matte black enamel finish. Dimensions are
7.5" square with . 75" high letters with large
microphone image. Two 20-watt, 6.5" long- life
lamps are supplied. Choose from single lens flat
wall mount, double lens wall or ceiling mount, or
double lens ceiling pendant mount.
A- W Single wall"ON AIR"

513e°

A- P Dual pendant "ON AIR"

199°'

A- C Dual wall/ceiling"ON AIR"

A- W

$ 159%

Tnese Middle Atlantic 2RU heavy-duty metal rack shelves hold
R-W Single wall"RECORDING"
$
1391
"
a- I
your valuable recording and audio processing equipment. Fits 3 R- P Dual pendant " RECORDING" 5199"
equipment up to 17-3/8" wide. Exclusive BSW 4Pack only $ 89!
I R- C Dual wall/ceiling RECORDING $159*)

only $89!

LowestPrice
Li2PACK List $ 232.00
Also available are single shelves in various sizes.
U1

Single 1-space utility shelf

List $43.75

029e

U2

Single 2-space utility shelf

List $ 58.00

'
29`4

1.13

Sirgle 3-space utility shelf

List $ 65.00

039`e

U4

Single 4-space utility shelf

List $ 71.00

045°°

from $139!
Anonymous Customer Profile # 34

We aren tat liberty to tell you Harlan Q. Oglethorpe's name
loops!) but we CAN show you apicture of the delight Harlan
1. experienced when he realized that BSW really DOES have the
lowest prices AND the best service.
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Cutting Wedge Sound Treatment
Cutting Wedge by AcousticsFirst is made of 2lb. density,
high-quality acoustic foam that eliminates many of the
inconsistencies of other types of foam.The design allows for
increased absorption because sound waves travel through
multiple surfaces. And I's easy to work with. It comes in a
standard 2.25" thick stxkable foam allowing you to add
additional layers for inceased absorption. For only $ 199 per
box, you can choose either 1ft. squares (64 tiles/box) or 2ft. x
4ft. rectangles (8tiles/box); various colors (go online).
•CW2K12X12(COLOR)BDX

1' x1'

0199°0

*CW2K2X4ICOLORIBOX

2' x4'

0199'

only $199 each be

Lowest Prices on everything at: www.bswusa.com
Same Day Shipping

Knowledgeable Staff

BSIN`stocks ahuge we house of products. If we have it in stock, well ship it the
same day. lust order by MO PM Eastern Time

Our sales profession have real-world broadcast and studio experience to
offer expert help witll your equipment purchase RW_ 083105

Free Shipping on Most Web orders over $189
most wIt orden ceeer $189 et FREE ground service delivery to the contiguous 48 states

LowestPrice@bswusa£om
For the best prices on-all of your gear visit us on the web at www.bswusa.
coro or email us fora vote at LowestPricecanwusa com

Excludes heavvgor overs.txd items such as the furniture and sound proofing products

1-800-426-8434

•Sound proofing promucts are not returnable

The Marantz
PMD671
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Marshall Plan: A Quality Condenser
Consistent Sound, Inexpensive Price Make
MXL 990 Suitable for Stations on a Budget
by Carl Lindemann
Can you really get ahigh-quality studio condenser mic with shock mount and
arugged travel case for what seems to be
less than the cost of the case and shock
mount? In the past few years, aflood of
Chinese-made condenser mics have made
such bargains possible.
There's an inevitable skepticism about
the outrageous price/performance ratio
these represent due to the vast difference
in prices compared to their European and
American competitors. But after chasing
down rumors about the Marshall
Electronics MXL 990 online, Idecided to
have alisten to find out for myself.

To my ear, there's low-frequency rolloff and a slight rise in the mid to high
frequencies. This corresponds to the

The MXL 990 is aphantom-powered
cardioid condenser mic with 20 mm gold
diaphragm capsule. Company specs
claim 30 Hz-20 kHz frequency range, a
80 dB S/N ratio and 20 dB equivalent
noise level. Maximum SPLs are high at
130 dB.
In terms of features, this mic does not
offer any bells and whistles; no switchable low-frequency filters, pad for high
SPLs or other controls. From the outside,
the metal construction and champagne
finish look substantial. Unscrewing the
top, the soldering for the electronics
inside looks to be clean. Inside the protective grill into the capsule, there's a
protective cloth to cut plosives. Though

plosives well.
there aren't any extras save the case and
shock mount, the basics seem well
attended to.
Iplugged the MXL 990 into an inexpensive Behringer MX602A mixer for
phantom power to record avoiceover to
produce aspot for aclient. The mic covered the basics well. The sound was
clean, crisp and highly intelligible. The
proximity effect wasn't pronounced and
it handled plosives well, too.

Thumbs Up
=

High intelligibility
Low cost
Includes case and shock mount
Minimal proximity effect and
popping plosives

Price: S200 retail,
street price substantially less
CONTACT Marshall Electronics in - -California at 1800) 800-6608 or visit
vvww.mxlmics.com.

record a voiceover. The sound was clean,

effect wasn't pronounced and it handled

Product Capsule:
Marshall Electronics MXL 990
Studio Condenser Microphone

Lacks warmth
Hard, unforgiving audio quaky

MX602A mixer for phantom power to

crisp and highly intelligible. The proximity
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Thumbs Down

plugged the MXL 990 into a Behringer

As Imade contact with the manufacturer, Iexplained one common theory
about these products. I've heard the problem with them is lack of quality control.
If you get a "good" cheap mic, you're
fine; but that is ahit-or-miss proposition.
Marshall's claim is that, in fact, the
MXL 990 is one of the most consistent
products around. To prove this, they
sent me two MXL 990s to see how they
match up.
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company specs showing increased
response from 5-15 kHz.
On the subjective side, the sound was
abit too bright for my taste. There isn't
much warmth. Instead, it has a hard,
unforgiving quality. It picked up and
accentuated brittle sounds like the
inevitable and inadvertent click of the
lips. But with asoundbed mixed under, it
seemed fine and Ididn't feel it was necessary to rerecord using amore expensive
irk before delivering the spot.
Attaching the second mic for a sideby-side comparison showed them to be a
close match. Panning them left and right
and playing an A 440 tone and pink
noise, they were indistinguishable to my
ear. Having them lined up side-by-side

,

created anice stereo sound for speech,
with depth that made up for the lack of
warmth in mono.
The analysis utility in Adobe Audition
showed minor variations that could be due
to any number of factors in the signal
chain. It may not be aperfect match, but
it's not amismatch either. I'm sure that an
occasional bad unit makes its way
through, but that's what warranties are for.
Remembering the days when Iwas
scrambling to get afew hundred dollars
together to get adecent voice mic, Ican
well appreciate the large audience for the
inexpensive MXL 990s. For astudent or
community station with alimited budget,
this is a good way to get started or to
have a few extra mics around. It won't
cut it for voiceover artists that rely on
exceptional mics to bring forth their singular talent. But for the meat-and-potatoes of rip-n-read recording, the MXL
990 gets by in abudget pinch.
Carl Lindemann is afrequent contributor to Radio World.
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OUTDOOR DUMMY LOA
6600 Series

4441,

Convection-Cooled Resistor Loads
Designed for Outdoor Applications
Available in 6kW, 12kW & 20kW Power Ratings
Ideal for HD Applications
No AC Power Required
„

111.TRONIC RESEARCH INC.

P.O. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000
E-mail: altronic@mtnhome.com Web Site: http://www.altronic.com

Together We Have The Power
To Move Radio Forward.

At Harris, we're taking our leadership in the radio industry to an even higher level. Shaped by the feedback of customers
and audiences across the market spectrum, the newly-formed Harris Radio Team is rich with the industry's most
comprehensive products, services and expert resources. All with afocused team solely dedicated to moving our industry,
and your business, forward.

It's aspirit of innovation built on decades of pioneering solutions for radio.

So get your

business heading in the right direction, turn to the new leadership of Team Harris Radio.
To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at www.broadcast.harris.com.
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Product Capsule:

Marantz PMD671 Is aWorthy Step Up
Refinements Bring This Flash Recorder
Into a New Comfort Zone for Radio Use
by Frank Beacham
It took the recently introduced
Marantz PMD660 solid-state flash
recorder to break my decade- long
MiniDisc habit. But as often happens
with the discovery of anew technology, a
little hands-on field experience can lead
to the next step. That step for me was the
even newer Marantz PMD671.
This is not to denigrate the PMD660.
At a street price of under $ 500 and a

weight of about a pound, Marantz's
breakthrough 16-bit flash recorder with
XLR mic connectors is a terrific basic
portable for radio production. Isuspect it
will be an instant classic.
However, after some field experience
with the 660, the compromises in its
design became more apparent. Its finicky
mic preamps limited my choice of microphones; it lacked a limiter; the USB 1.1
file transfer was too slow; and the lack of
a rechargeable internal battery meant

constant AA- cell changes in a cheap
compartment not designed for frequent
use.
Then Marantz announced the
PMD671, a model that addressed my
criticisms of the 660 plus added a few
nice extras Ihadn't realized Iwanted. My
660 went on eBay, Imade the upgrade to
the 671 and haven't looked back.
Tradeoffs
First, there are some clear tradeoffs
between the two models that might overshadow other differences. At about
$1,000, the street price of 671 is double
that of the 660 and — though still quite

IlrffirMo Show
Philadelphia 9/21-23/0S
BROADCAST FURNITURE
Booth # 122

alVINIfflK

CAD drawing

Omnirax from Design to Production

V.C•

• At Omnirax we work together with you from initial
design concept all the way through finished product,
ensuring that your furniture will provide you with
years of satisfied use.
• Our strength is forging partnership relations where
we can use our expertise to turn your ideas into
reality. We are able to work to your exacting
specifications or provide comprehensive design
services that remove the guesswork from your
investment.
III Our CAD/CAM process ensures precision fit and
finish, repeatability, and ease of modification.
All of our designs are rendered in the computer
prior to manufacturing. We are able to make
alterations and adjust to your equipment,
guaranteeing you not only get what you want,
but exactly what you need.

CAD rendering
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Francisco, CA
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• We are small enough to give every job the personal
touch, large enough to outfit acomplete facility.
• The measure of our success is the achievement of a
synthesis of form, function and ergonomic comfort.
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KOIT
San Francisco, CA

KFRC
San Francisco,

P. 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607

www.omnirax.corn

info@omnirax.corn

KFRC
San Francisco, CA

Marantz PMD671
Solid-State Flash Recorder
Thumbs Up
—
=

Improved mic preamps
Virtual third head for
conference monitoring
./ Convenient programmable presets
USB 2.0 port
./ Recording options for
CompactFlash media
/ Extended battery life lover
the 66051
./ Digital/analog I/0s

Thumbs Down
/ Uses a Microsoft header
description for 24-bit multichannel audio, which mo
audio editing applications
don't yet support
Price: $ 1,200
CONTACT: D&M Professional in liii
at (866) 405-2154 or visit
d-mpro.com.

portable — the 671 is considerably larger
and weighs about two pounds more than
its petite cousin.
The 671 adds the ability to record 24bit, 96 kHz PCM audio ( afeature radio
producers might not need or want), offers
improved mic preamps and features a
"virtual third head" for confidence monitoring in the field. This read-after-write
capability also allows for random access
playback of various parts of the flash
memory while recording.
The unit also features convenient programmable presets that allow the
recordist to make up three recording configurations in advance and recall them
easily in the field. These memory banks
simplify field use of the recorder. The
671 also has abuilt-in USB 2.0 port for
much faster file transfer to a PC or
Macintosh.
The recorder has an array of recording
options for Compact Flash (CF) media. It
can record uncompressed 16- and 24-bit
PCM WAV or Broadcast WAV files at
44.1, 48, 88.2 or 96 kHz; mono MP3 files
at 64 kbps; or stereo MP3 files at 128
kbps.
Most radio producers will choose the
16-bit, 44.1 kHz mode. In this case, a1
GB CF card can hold almost 90 minutes
of uncompressed stereo. By comparison,
a 1GB CF card can hold almost 30 minutes of uncompressed stereo ( 24-bit, 96
kHz), or over 17 hours ( stereo) or 36
hours (mono) of compressed MP3.
Battery life on the 671 is extended to
an estimated maximum of six hours with
eight standard AA alkaline batteries, and
up to five hours with a externally
recharged NiCad battery pack. However,
the 671 is specified to run for up to seven
hours on a new NiMH battery ( Marantz
model RB1651) that will recharge while
inside the recorder. Unfortunately, that
battery pack had not been released by the
manufacturer in time for this article.
In addition to two XLR mic connections with +48V phantom power, the 671
has both digital and analog I/0s ( RCA
connectors), a built-in speaker, a headphone jack and ajack for the optional
RC600 wired remote control with peak
indicator.
Preset pleasure
In operation, the 671 is a delight to
use. Its big, clear display is bright and
well lit in dark rooms. Its controls are
simple and intuitive. The recording level
See 671, page 21
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671
Continued from page 20

is big and gain riding is a cinch,
even with the limiter turned off. Over all,
once the implications of the various
choices are understood, the 671 is simple
to opèrate.
The presets are an ergonomic inspiration. In fact, Icannot imagine how the
operation of Flash recorders was before
them. There are many choices the operator has to make prior to adigital recording on adevice like this. Without the presets, there's no doubt that errors —
perhaps serious ones —would be made in
the din of confusion on location.
As aMacintosh user, Ifound compatibility with the 16-bit, 44.1 files Irecorded. My editing application, Peak 4,
opened them with no issues. The quality
of recordings made on the 660 and 671
— made virtually all on location — were
indistinguishable. Both were excellent.
Ihad adifferent experience with 24/96
files. Peak 4 would not open them, yet
the latest version of Quicktime would. I
learned from Marantz tech support the
671 uses a newly defined Microsoft
header description for 24-bit multichanknob

PRODUCT
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Road Ready
Cool Cases Have
Electric Fans
Road Ready Cases debuted its Cool
Cases line, which include electric cooling
and venting fans.
The cases are plugged in for power and
cool gear by an average of 12 degrees
Fahrenheit. The company says these are
suitable for DJs and production companies
that deal with heat and humidity during
indoor and outdoor summer gigs.

The RRCCDP is acase for top- and
front-loading CD players measuring up to
14 inches deep, 8.5 inches wide and 4.5
inches high.
The RRCCDP is acase for Pioneer
CDJ1000/CDJ800, Denon DNS5000/
DNS3000, Techics SL-DZ1200 and Stanton
C303/304 digital CD players. The RRCDJCD1OW is acase for two of each of these
units, plus a10-inch mixer, and the RRCDJCD12W and RRCDJCD19W hold two of
each plus a 12-inch and 19-inch mixer,
respectively.
The company also offers three mixer cases for the pro audio market.
The RRONYX1220 is designed for the
Mackie Onyx 1220 12-channel mixer. The
RRONYX1620 holds the Mackie Onyx
1620
16- channel mixer and the
RRONYX1640 accommodates the Mackie
Onyx 1620 16-channel /four-bus mixer.
Each features aremovable, latchable cover with Road Ready's No Pressure design,
which protects mixer controls, and alowprofile base that allows access the rear connection panel without moving the mixer
from the case.
For more information, contact Road
Ready in California at (310) 767-1772 or
visit www.roadreadycases.com.
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nel audio. Unfortunately, most audio
editing applications don't yet support this
Microsoft revision.
Marantz said it plans to offer afree
downloaded firmware update for the 671
that will restore 24-bit file compatibility
with existing editing software.
There are an increasing number of
competitive Flash memory recorders
entering the audio market. Each is
designed and priced to appeal to aspecific market segment. The Marantz
PMD671, arefined device whose design
reflects decades of practical experience in
portable field recorders, clearly pulls
from the company's deep roots in radio
field production.
It's asolid candidate for anew workhorse field recorder for the most demanding news and documentary recordists.
This machine deserves a serious
audition. e

The 671 has the ability to record 24-bit, 96 kHz PCM
audio, improved mic preamps and a 'virtual third
head' for confidence monitoring in the field.

Coast to coast.
Border to border.
Broadcasters in markets large
and small are switching to the
elegant Rubicon" family of console control surfaces from Sierra
Automated Systems.
In return, Rubicon's power,
adaptability, and easy-to-use
controls are turning on hundreds
of Dis, operators, engineers and
programmers across America.
Rubicon, and the versatile new
Rubicon SL, are the primary
user interface of aproprietary
system of audio routing, mixing,
distribution, intercom, IFB, and
automation that we call the
Connected Digital
Network:
At the
network's
hub is the
32KD
digital
router/
mixer,
the proven
.
z Digital Router/Mixer,
wlObnk remote I/O and
performer
bun power supply
in many
hundreds of radio, network, and
film installations around the world.
RIOLink remote I/O router/
mixer now provides stand-alone
or backup mixing in addition to
interconnection from the studio to
the central 32KD.
To learn more about why so
many broadcasters are switching
to Rubicon and the Connected
Digital Network, give us acall or
drop us an email.
J

SAS

1.818.840.6749

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

radioesasoudio.com
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Radiovisa Prefers aModular Design
Spanish-Language Broadcaster Selects Arrakis
Modulux Line for Its Assembly, Wood Quality
by Kent Kramer
Director of Engineering
Radiovisa Corp.

needed copy stands for two older consoles Ihad moved into our new newsrooms. The Autogram consoles were
too big to set astand over them and too
BURBANK, Calif. When Radiovisa
long to put one at the end of the board. I
brought me on board as its engineer, the
decided Ineeded to mount the stand on
first project was to build astudio facilitop of the lid that provided access to the
ty that would be versatile and easy to
wire connections inside. Because the lid
use, and look good. I've seen and
flipped up, the stand would have to be
worked with several vendors but none
removable.
have given me the results that Iget from
The chief engineer at the station sugArrakis wood products. Specifically, I gested Icall Rod. After the first call, I
prefer the Modulux line for my studios.
knew I'd get what Iwanted and knew
The versatility, flexibility and good
I'd do business with him again. His
simple suggestion of putting apiece of
looks fit into any studio, and that is
what Iwas looking for.
paper on the end of the console and
My first project with Rod Graham,
tracing the angle of the lid on the paper
vice president of Arrakis, was during
would give him what he needed to make
the first couple of years of my career. I what turned out to be the perfect copy

stands for the console.
Since then I've asked Rod for lots of
parts and pieces to his furniture and he
never ceases to come through with a
quality product. His latest project for
me, two sets of custom speaker stands
for near- field monitors, were exactly

Inside
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removed for access, if needed, without
compromising the strength of the furniture.
While Rod has standard colors he
uses for the counters such as my
favorite, classic black, and off-white for
the sides, he is able to match your existing color scheme in your studios as
well. At the last group Iwas with, he
took the colors our architect suggested
and matched the furniture to the facility.

Creative Studio Solutions, Inc.

Arrakis ships its furniture pre-assembled on a moving van, or via
freight line in boxes for those wanting to do their own assembly.

Broadcast Studio Integration
Appreciate What Is Possible

-Nationally syndreted talk show host, Dr. Joy Browne
"VVOR put its trust in CSS to integrate our first studio move in 79
years. They did an exceptional job. Professional, knowledgeable,
experienced agreat team."
-Tom Ray: Vice President/Director of Corporate
Engineering, Buckley Broadcasting

Creative Studio Solutions, Inc. • www.creativestudiosolutions.com
303.425.5004

what Ineeded and the price and quality
beat what Ihad seen from other vendors
Iexamined.
Ialso should mention that Rod had
never built these stands before. They
were something the company developed
in a few days' time, a testament to the
quality and talent of his woodshop.
Ihave heard engineers say, "The furniture is so hard to assemble" and comments of the type. The assembly isn't
hard if you just look at it logically. And
it is well worth it when three or four
years from now you need anew top or
side panel and Rod can ship you one
from stock.
Room to grow
The Modulux line has numerous
options, such as the Blind Option where
the hardware that holds the furniture
together is placed inside the furniture.
Access panels can be held in place with
either four normal screws, a single
access screw or magnetic catches.
Countertops for the furniture have a
nice piece of oak trim with a smooth
radius capable of standing up to the
beating of a working studio. The support for the counters comes from the
steel corner posts. This takes all the
weight off of the side panels, which are
now only used to stabilize the tops and
not support the tops; and allows for an
entire series of side panels to be

The modular design also allows for
later growth. Recently when completing
our final studio, the production director
for our station decided he wanted alittle more countertop, and Idecided we
needed just a bit more room to get his
computer off the floor. A call to Rod
and we had and additional pedestal base
and anew countertop that went in place
in acouple of hours.
Shipping the furniture isn't a problem. If you don't want to assemble it,
he can pre-assemble it and ship it on a
moving van that leaves you a minimal
amount of setup time. Or it can be
shipped via freight line in boxes that
will leave you all the assembly. When
the time comes to replace a panel here
or there, your favorite overnight or
ground carrier can drop the parts at
your reception desk.
Something that impresses me is
Rod's ability to work with furniture he
manufactured 10 years ago. In my current station, the former owners had several rooms of Arrakis furniture. When I
started talking about modifying it to use
in our new studios, Rod was able to pull
the file and not only see what Ihad, but
also was able to tell me the exact date
he shipped it.
For more information, including
pricing, contact Arrakis Systems in
Colorado at ( 970) 461-0730 or visit
www.arrakis-systems.com.
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WOR Uses CSS for Studio Move
by Thomas R. Ray, III
Vice President/Corporate
Director of Engineering
Buckley Broadcasting/
WOR-710 AM

NEW YORK WOR had been in the
same location in New York City for more
than 75 years. The location had served its
purpose for decades, but it was time to
move.
After more than a year of searching
and planning we found a location one
and ahalf blocks from the newly revitalized "Ground Zero" section of New York
City. It was perfect for our requirements:
four on-air studios, four control rooms,
one production studio, one news suite
and master control.
After selecting the location, one of
our primary decisions was choosing the
right firm for our broadcast studio systems integration. This was an historic
move for Buckley Broadcasting and
WOR, and Iwanted to be sure the move
and integration would go as smoothly as
possible.
What does a studio integrator do?
These are the people you go to when you
have a design for your new studio, and
equipment and location selected, but no
one to expertly install your systems.
Why did WOR use an integration
team? From the beginning we knew we
were going to need help with this project.
With the amount of remotes WOR does,
and having to tend to a severely ailing
facility at our old location, there was no
way we could have put the facility
together entirely on our own. There just
aren't enough hours in the day.
There were many qualified firms that
could handle the job, but one company
stood out: Creative Studio Solutions
Inc. of Colorado.
Integration man
Ihave been familiar with CSS and its
CEO/Chief Engineer Andrew Rosenberg
for anumber of years. They've done big
and small integrations around the country
and Iknew no matter what Ithrew at this
team, the job would get done right and on
time. For this integration, CSS brought
its chief engineer, assistant engineer and
two integration technicians.
Integrating anew studio facility can be
demanding work. Timelines have to be
met. When you plan on going "live" from
anew location, 9 to 5 days simply don't
exist. Iknew that the team from CSS was
prepared to work long and odd hours to
get the job done on time.
WOR was going to utilize new technologies. The most significant was the
Axia SmartSurface and Livewire System.
At WOR's old facility, people had to go
to arouter to get audio from outside the
studio. Axia's SmartSurface and Livewire
System gives WOR the ability to get
audio from inside the studio consoles.
This was the first large-scale implementation of the new system.
Even though the CSS Integration
Team had never installed the new Axia
system — no one except the folks at Axia
were really familiar with it — the CSS
team understood the system right away
and how best to integrate it into the new
studios. In fact, Iunderstand that since
our integration went so well, Axia is now
partnering with CSS, making the latter an

.
authorized integrator of its products.
In addition to hooking up the consoles,
CSS was responsible for wiring and connecting all equipment, running cable to
various parts of the facility and keeping
track of the entire integration process for
documentation. Rosenberg knows the
importance of awell-documented studio.
He and his staff kept track of all changes
that were made on the fly, and when the
project was completed, Andrew delivered
adetailed CAD drawing of our completed studios.
WOR went "live" with its studios in a
new building on May 4, 2005. Ican speak
for the entire staff at WOR when Isay

that everyone is excited about
the new facility. There were
many people who made this
transition asuccess. A significant and positive contribution
to that success rests with the
team from CSS. Their expertise and work ethic made this
asmoother process — and we
got some dynamite studios.
For more information,
including pricing, contact
Creative Studio Solutions in
Colorado at (303) 425-5004
or visit www.creativestudiosolutions.com.•

Dr. Joy Browne in the new WOR studios
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Successor to Orban's industry- leading S400, the new, all digital 8500 offers major improvements: twice the sample
rate, twice the DSP horsepower, and built-in HD Reo
digital radio/netcast processing with 20 kHz bandw

Introducing

0ptimod-FM

The 8500's competitive sound takes 8400 version 3.,
sonics to the next level. The 8500 will import and run any
8400 preset, so anyone with carefully Gustornized 8400
user presets can upgrade to the 8500 without missing a
beat. For HD Radio broadcasters, a built-in, defeatable 8second analog- channel delay lets you use the 8500's built-in
stereo generator and patented " Half- Cosine Interpolation"
composite limiter to maintain full loudness on your analog
channel.

8500

AH processing structures have about 4 milliseconds less
delay, making headphone monitoring even easier for t-•
1•
-For the most critical off- air monitoring requirement•
even use one of the new " ultra- low latency" preset ,
3 milliseconds of delay.
Ethernet is now built-in. Of course, you can also con:
8500 via modem, serial connection, GPI, external RS-.7'
interfaced automation, or internal clock- based automat
with Internet time sync— the 8500 is always easy to ,t1'
into your facility, regardless of complexity. And we \
retained the 8400's famous ease- of- use that maket
for you to brand your sound by creating your own
presets— even if you're not an audio processing exr

Ready for higher definition?
No matter what your audio pi ocessing
Optimod-FM 8500 is ready when you
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La. Boardwalk Welcomes Cumulus
Cumulus Shreveport Picks Preference Furniture
By Wheatstone for Facility at Entertainment Center
by Dave Supplee
Northeast Regional
Engineering Coordinator
Cumulus Media
SHREVEPORT, La. June 2005 marked
the completion of the new Shreveport —
Bossier City Cumulus Broadcasting showcase facility in the new Louisiana
Boardwalk. This shopping and entertainment center was built from the ground up to
house many outlet-type stores, multi-screen
theatre, several restaurants and nightclubs.
Our five-station cluster was seen as a
vital element to the hoped-for success of
the Boardwalk. As aresult it was important
that we complete the facility as soon as
possible after the space was ready for us.
Numerous delays in the construction of the
facility not due to Cumulus pushed back
the grand opening date of the boardwalk.
Working with Jay Tyler and Phil Owens
from Wheatstone, we selected the
Preference series studio furniture for the nine
studios we were building. The furniture is
modular and allowed us to select the components we needed for each studio. We also
customized the furniture, selecting cherry
trim on the corners of the base cabinets and
countertop edge, which looks good with the
black laminated sides and countertop.

Because much of the audio equipment
was to be located in the rack room, we felt
we would have an excessive amount of

sonnel loved the extra space to store things.
We also selected other furniture products
for the project: the announcer panels and
headphone controls. In the past we had
mounted the announcer panels in the countertop. For this project, we asked to have
these mounted in the mie risers to avoid

Cumulus expanded the available counter space by asking
to have the announcer panels mounted in the mie risers.
blank space in the studio cabinets, so we
asked Wheatstone to build wooden drawers
to fit inside one of the cabinets in each studio. The idea was to fill the empty space
and reduce studio clutter. The studio per-

Over
1,000,000,000 seconds
of precision timing

cutting holes in the countertop in the field.
This expanded the available counter space
and also eliminated the problems we've had
in the past with newspapers or other things
accidentally turning on mics.
The furniture arrived in two shipments,
within afew days of each other. Lightner
Electronics had been contracted to install
the audio trunk lines and punchdown work
in the rack room and studios. We also had
them assemble the furniture. The remaining
wiring, integration and buildout chores
were handled by Cumulus engineers.
Each piece was shipped well protected,
individually covered with movers' quilts
and protective wrap. Documentation for
assembly was clear and easy to follow. The
result was that the furniture for all eight stu-

dios was in place and bolted together in
several days, about aday per studio.
We made extensive use of Wheatstone's
services, specifying asignificant amount of
integration work at the factory and saving us
time in the field. The announcer panels and
headphone jack panel accessories we purchased came prewired and premounted into
the mic risers. They were prewired only at
the panel end; the other end was unterminated, or pigtailed. We were saved hours of
wort in the field by not having to wire these
items in detail, and instead just punching
them down to Krone Punch blocks.
We also had purchased the Audioarts D75
consoles for eight studios, along with the
Wheatstone Phase 3 Prewire. We had the
prewire mounted in the wiring cabinet at the
factory. We also requested that the wiring
arrs.S slot be precut in the countertop. When
the furniture arrived, we only had to fish the
cables through the wire slot, plug them into
the console and tie the excess, of which there
was very little. Using this integrated
approach ensured that all the pieces fit and
the prewire cable was the exact length.
The furniture itself is well-built and
attractive. The sections bolt together by
connecting steel framework, which makes
for asolid, durable installation. The pieces
fit together well, the screw holes lined up
and the countertops fit perfectly.
Ialso was impressed with the countertop
strength. Our design called for atwo-foot
overhang on the guest side of the furniture.
The double-thick particle board was strong
enough that a200-pound man could stand
on the overhang without fear of damaging
the top. Access for wiring is good, with wire
paths above and below the cabinet racks,
allowing for us to keep the AC physically
separate from the audio and control lines.
The wood panels are removable from
the steel framework, so access into the cabinets was good as well. The steel framework also was handy for attaching DRings, KVM Extenders, power strips and
other components that can sometimes be
difficult to mount cleanly.
For more information, including pricing, contact Wheatstone in North Carolina
at (252) 638-7000 or visit www.
wheatstone.com.
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The Wizard' has gone

STEREO!
The new DIGITAL FMSA-1
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HEN you require the best, most accurate in precision
timing look only to ESE. Designed for " Precision

Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have

gives The Wizard System
unmatched stereo
monitoring capabilities...
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been the industry standard for over three decades.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency
accuracy — all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog
slave clocks, as well as interface with video and/or computer
based systems. Call or visit our web site for more details.

Superlative stereo performance. Linear- phase filters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo demodulation.
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
And — with the RS-232 port — operation on site or off.

3-Year Warranty -

Contact Belar today for more details on what should
be your next modulation monitor
142 Sierra Street • El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: ( 310) 322-2136 • Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

ji

lBELAR

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
119 LANCASTER AVENUE • 1
3.0. BOX 76 • DEVON, PA 19333-0076 USA
(610) 687-5550 • FAX (610) 687-2986 • WWW.BELAR.COM
Call, write or FAX for more information on Beier AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors

Investing in Surround Sound
is Good Business
11+11AS Publishing GPoLp presents

How to Plan Bud set, Build and Broadcast in Surround Sound

Learn how you can set yourself apart from the competition with surround sound at your facilly! StudiEs
show that surround sound makes DTV pictures " look better": HD- Radio offers parity with state-of-the-art

WHO SHOULD ATTEND:

audio to radio stations.

-TI ard Radio Engineers

See and hear for yourself the difference surround sound can make. This seminar is packed ; u11 of

-Operations Directors/Managers

need-to- know information, such as:

-Tech Directors/Managers

How surround sound fits into The digital broaccasting transition

-Station Group Owners. Network CTOs and
Engineering Directors

1 The present state of broadcasi and production equipment for surround sound
• The present state of consume equipment for receiving surround sound, including DTV and HO- Radio
NTSC and FM. automotive ervironments, PC3 and convergent devices; and the wireless world

-Audio Engineers

YOUR HOSTS: ATEAM OF EXPERTS

Market demographics: Who's fistening to surround sound?

This surround sound seminar is hosted by
TV Technology. Radio World. Pro Audio Review

Surround sound's use and impact in sports, music and educational content

and AJdio Media.

> Planning for conversion
Budgeting for equipment. des4gn and staff training
I Quality control and maintenance

Thursday, October

-rimmediately preoeding the 119th AES Convention)

WNET Studios, 450 W. 33*' St. (
2-1/2 blocks from the Jacob Javits Convention Centes)
New York, NY

IMAS Publishing specializes in professional audio

8a.m.-9 a.m.

On sitie registration and continental breakfast

9a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Seminar Program:

an..1 video technology magazines ( including the
one yotire reading now). Publications include such
industry standards as Radio World newspaper. and
TV Technology. Pro Audio Review and Audio- Media

-Introduction/History and Overview of Surround Sound

ELrope magazines.

-Surround Sound Broadcasting
-Lunch Break ( Lunch Provided)
Skip Pizzi is arenowned expert in digital
audio and co-chair of the NRSC Surround

-Implementing Surround Sound at the Broadcast Facility
(separate breakout sessions for TV and Radio run concurrently)

Sound Audio Task Group, as well as a

-Producing Surround Sound Content

Contributing Editor to Radio World. He is
also aformer technical training manager for
broadcast technology.

How to Plan, Budget, Build and Broadcast in Surround Sound
At WNET Studios in New York City, 450 W. 33rd St., NY, NY

V' 'YES,

please sign me up for the Surround Sand Seminar:

E Early- bird Registration Rate ( must respond by Sept. 9): $575
E3 Regular Registration ( after Sept. 9): $675
E On-site Registration: $700
CI Multiple attendees from the same company save $ 50 on each registration!
(check here if this applies) Note co-worker who MI attend:
Payment Terms: For credit card orders, anon-refundable $ 100 deposit will be charged to your credit card
upon receipt of registration. The remaining balance, based on yair date of registration, will be charged to
your crecit card on September 30, 2005. Cancellations after September 30 are subject to a50% penalty.
To register, you may RSVP online at www.imaspub.com/surroond or fax this form to 703-671-7409,
or mail this form to: IMAS Publishing Group Su -round Sound Seminar, PO. Box 1214, Falls Church,
VA 2204 . Or phone in your reservation at 800 336-3045 x153.

Name:
Title:

Company

Address:
State:

City:
Phone:

Fax:

Email:
PAYMENT METHOD:
Check rCheck #
Credit Carc:

L' Visa

)Enclosed
EJ Mastercard

Li American Express

Credit Caro #:
Amount to Charge:
Please print name as it appears on card:
Signature:

Exp. Date:

Zip:

Our client list is secret.
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Every day, more than 750 broadcasters rely on TWOx12 twelve-line phone systems
to insure their critical talk radio programming. Two advanced digital
hybrids deliver the best caller audio possible, thanks to our famous
Digital Dynamic EQ. Status Symbols visual call management (a Telos
exclusive) helps producers screen calls easily, without guesswork.
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Naturally, we are obligated to protect the identity of clients who use

„
0

Telos talkshow systems. We would no doubt get aStern warning
from any user whose name we revealed.

à

But rather than Rush to superlatives, let us just be Frank'n get to the
point. When you're ready for the world's best talkshow system, the
answer is Clear; it's as easy as ABC. Whether your station is located
Planning a big, consolidated build-out? Consolidate your phones as
well with Series 2101, the world's only multi-studio talkshow system.
Series 2101 lets you expand your facility's call capacity when needed
— allows control of up to 96 callers and 32 studios. Not only that,
Series 2101 uses high- quality digital phone lines to deliver caller
audio that's next-room clear (and help reduce Telco wiring, too).

in Salem or Susquehanna, Telos has abroadcast phone system just
right for you. Why, the possibilities approach Infinity.
In our eyes, reliability is King. After all, if there's afailure, you
can Kiss your ratings goodbye. You need your phone system to be
aCitadel of Mega reliability. Not to Mix metaphors, but you need
something Hot, Lite on the pocketbook, and full of Power. Really,
it's Radio One-oh-one.
And unlike gear with tech as dated as an old Bonneville, Telos talk-

At Telos, we're all about choices. Take our Desktop Director (right);
it works with TWOx12 and Series 2101 systems, can be expanded
to control up to four hybrids or up to 24 lines when used with Series
2101, and has a built-in handset, speakerphone and headset jack.
Or, choose the new Call Controller (left) and "bring your own phone"
for screening... even works with wireless phonesets.

show systems undergo constant improvement. With us, it's aneverending Saga of advancement.
Telos. Striving for Greater Media through advanced technology.
(And don't worry... we'll keep your secret.)
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ONE-x- Six is perhaps the world's most popular auto-nulling multiline phone system. Also the world's most affordable! Like all
Telos talkshow systems, ONE-x- Six integrates with our optional
Assistant Producer software to allow fast, intuitive remote
screening via LAN or WAN connections.

AUDIO INETWORKS

WYVW.Te I
os -Systems.com

Telos, the Telos logo and all product and feature names herein are registered t•ademarks of
TLS Corporation. © 2005 TLS Corporation. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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Clear Channel Renovates With Mager
Group's Houston Stations Appreciate
Mager Systems' Artificial Stone,
Warp-Free Birch
by Bob Stroupe
Houston Director of
Engineering
Clear Channel Radio

and my concerns.
After
a few
design iterations
to hit our budget
goals, we had
HOUSTON When Clear Channel
workable designs
approved plans to relocate its previousfor every studio.
ly separate Houston AM and FM operaOne of Mager's
tions in 2003 to a central location, I specialties is the
knew Ihad apuzzle with many pieces.
use of artificial
Our architect and general contractor
stone. We came up
handled the physical construction of
the studios. My biggest hurdle was
going to be constructing and equipping
the studios.
During the thought process, Irealized
the studio furniture would be one of the
most important decisions, not only for
budgetary reasons, but also because the
studio furniture would be the foundation
on which the studio would be built.
Eclectic mix
The previous studios had amixture of
furniture. The FM studios had furniture
from a non-broadcast manufacturer purchased in 1997. Initially this looked nice
and functioned well; but it had several
design flaws including the use of access
panels that relied on pressed-in nuts and
were only laminated on one side. The
nuts made it difficult to remove the panels and the one-sided lamination caused
the panels to warp after atime.
Another issue was that the oak-trim
edges looked awfully bad from stains and
wear. The AM master control and talk
studio furniture, purchased from amajor
broadcast manufacturer in 1998, had similar problems with its oak trim. Icame to
the conclusion that the sturdiest furniture
should be in the AM master control and
FM air studios. Somewhat less sturdy
furniture could be utilized in production
and voice track studios.
There also was aneed to have afirstrate appearance for the three AM talk
studios, as numerous guests are interviewed in these studios. Another consideration was the fact that the most difficult
piece of studio equipment to replace
would be the furniture.

with aworkable plan to use artificial stone
(in this case Avonite) in the AM talk studios, AM master control rooms and FM air
studios. The production rooms and voice
track studios would be laminate over plywood with plastic edging to reduce the
cost, as their usage patterns really did not
justify artificial stone.
After
consultation
with
our
archecitural firm's color expert. Mager
began construction. Our AM stations
were scheduled to relocate first and
these studios were the first to arrive.
Mager contracts amoving company he
has had good experience with to deliver
the furniture, as damage is costly in
dollars and time. He had an employee
on site during delivery to ensure the
movers took reasonable care and to
begin the set up process.
See MAGER, page 28

Looking to
touch your
listeners?

APHEX MODEL 230 MASTER VOICE CHANNEL
Introducing the Aphex Model 230 Master Voice Channel, the most powerful processor ever designed specifically for yoke.
Voices will be bigger, more preseni. more intonate, more inteihgible and more consistent. Its comprehensive complement of exclusive
proprietary features brings these benefits Many yoke - from athundeang bombast to awhispering waif - wit! ut changing its essenfial quality.
tIM MN!
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By design
It had been anumber of years since I
purchased studio furniture, so Idecided
to poll some associates in Clear
Channel as well as other friends in the
industry. Icame up with several names
and decided to try a major broadcast
furniture manufacturer first.
Studio space was at a premium and
this manufacturer came up with agood
design; however, several items concerned me. The biggest concern regarded delivery time but other concerns
included laminate on particle board
construction and the lack of rack space
in the studios. The overall value did not
appear to be that great.
A couple of my industry contacts
had suggested I consider Mager
Systems. Ihad seen some of his previous designs but was concerned about
cost.
Icontacted owner Mager Kizziah and
gave him the design goals, space plan

Clear Chaniers Houston studio

1,
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Every element of the Model 230 is superior to any other voice processor's similar function...
4141. Nlif

11/1,1{11.

MR'

•The RPA tube preamplifier provides warmth, image and detail
•The Easy rider Compresser controls output levels without pumping or breathing
•The log (-Assisted Gate won't false trigger or cut off words
•The Spli -Band De-esser effectively cuts sibilance without dulling.
•The Big Bottom and Aural Exciter add resonance, depth, presence and clarity.
•The parimetric E0 takes care of any frequency anomalies with surgical precision
•Post- processing insert point, - 10dBV and + 4dBu analog outputs, 24/ 96 digital outputs on AES3,
S/PDIF (Ind Optical, word clock I/O, and acough switch with soft mute allow the Model 230 to
be easily interfaced into any system.
So if you are looking to touch your listeners, you should be looking at the Aphex Model 230

www.aphex.com

2005 Aphex Systems All Righ Reserved Nsmned urJ rhonutooured

Genuine
tSc USA
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Stations Rebuild After Hurricanes
Studio Technology Helps Stations Reestablish
Studios Quickly and in a Reduced Space
by Jim Davis
Vice President-General Manager
Vero Beach Broadcasters
VERO BEACH, Fla. The weeks and
months after Hurricanes Charley, Francis,
Ivan and Jeanne hit Florida were some of
the most difficult of my broadcasting career.
It is heartbreaking to know so many of our
residents lost so much, and that astate we
all love suffered great tragedy.
We were hit by the eyes of two hurri-

canes, back to back. Our studios were
destroyed and yet we kept broadcasting.
The radio stations of the Treasure Coast
banded together under adverse conditions to
work hand in hand with local and federal
authorities to meet the needs of our residents hurt by these storms.
We went to an all-news format to provide
emergency information, as requested by
government authorities and as called for
under the circumstances. Radio -threw out
the format book" during this time to help

Floridians emerge from this challenge as
strong communities who bonded together
from this experience.
Tight quarters
Vero Beach Broadcasting radio group
includes WOSN(FM) — the No. 1rated
radio station in the Treasure Coast —
WGNX(FM),
WGYL(FM)
and
WTTB(AM). When our building was
destroyed, we were able to resume broadcasting from temporary facilities housed
in the old building without interruption
while we made plans for permanent studios in areconstructed part of the building.

NEW

Xtreme-digilink
Live On Air

See VERO BEACH, page 29

Mager

Hard Disk Music
Satellite Automation

Continued from page 27

mi'' l mill eau&
milk mail mob
audillna
imilli mob

over 100 shipped
since April !!!

NEW

No down payment

Features

•

Music Scheduling

•

Long Form Recording

Return at any time
Free Factory training
Free Hardware support
Free Telephone support

... with Logic
•

Live Remotes by phone

•

and much more...

Free Software upgrades
Free Hardware upgrades
Free PC and Network setup

New... use third party music
schedulers or the powerful internal
scheduler. Record multi- hour programs with logic and play them
back like avirtual satellite feed. Call
in by cell phone and interrupt programming with aLive update.... and
much more

ONLY $ 100 PER MONTH
Xtreme is a complete solution for live 8t. automated On Air Radio
systems. Pay one very low monthly fee, and we do the rest. We
supply the audio hardware, software, and support, while all that
you supply is the PC. Without alarge initial equipment investment
there is no financial risk or capital expense; the old automation
system can be upgraded out of current operating costs. With free
system configuration and training you receive the help you need
to make a smooth transition to the new system. With free hardware replacement, ongoing repairs are worry free. Free telephone
support helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means
you have the latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that is not included is the PC computer and we can help you
with that too... also for free.

come to our FREE school!

We contacted afurniture manufacturer,
and designed and contracted for asix-studio pre-fab complex, which would allow
us to transfer our programming seamlessly
when completed. Ihad viewed the company's studios at NAB and had viewed one
of its high-profile installations, and was
impressed with the acoustic noise reduction, as well as the rigid and durable construction.
As nice as the studios were, though, we
were "space challenged." We needed to
locate six studios in less than 1,500 square
feet. We raised the ceiling height to 9feet
to give the feeling of more spaciousness;
however the key was going to be selection
of furniture that made best use of space.
After a lot of window-shopping by
myself and Director of Engineering
Ballard Fore, we selected Studio
Technology of Pennsylvania to be our
furniture supplier. A division of our company had used them with great satisfaction
at its New Jersey properties. Ballard and I
contacted Vince Fiola, who heads Studio
Technology, and described our challenge.
Because of our construction deadlines,
we needed furniture quickly. And it had to
be functional and fit well into the reduced

...the risk free automation system
XTREME-digilink

over 100 shipped !!!

Mager had worked with our console
manufacturer, SAS, to ensure the proper
fit and finish. His attention to these
details made the furniture, console and
equipment installation proceed smoothly. Due to studio size restrictions, most
racks were against walls with no space
behind, but Mager carefully located
access panels so the rear of equipment
was accessible. His on-site set up was
equally impressive.
For example, when one On/Off/Cough
button was improperly located in a talk
studio, it required a sizeable hole to be
filled in the artificial stone. The first
repair was noticeable, as the repair material was taken from adifferent batch than
the top. Mager resolved this by obtaining
apiece of material from the same batch
as the top construction. This led to a
repair that is indistinguishable from the
original.
Iam 47 years old; getting down to
access wiring during troubleshooting is
not as easy as it was in my 20s. Mager's
design and construction made this exercise as easy as possible. Instead of
screw-type fasteners, access panels use
clip- type construction, which makes
removal and reinstallation abreeze.
Another feature Iappreciate is that
the panels will not warp. They are constructed of 15-ply birch with laminate
on both sides. In fact, all the base and
cabinet construction is 15- ply birch.
Unlike our previous furniture with oak
trim, wear has been undetectable not
only on the solid surface tops but on the
laminated tops as well.
Mager Systems would be at the top
of my recommendations if studio furniture were required. Mager not only
went above and beyond to help meet
budget goals and construction time
lines, but also gave us aproduct that is
asource of pride and apleasure to work
with; and Ican rest assured it will give
us many years of service.
For more information, including pricing, contact Mager Systems in Phoenix
at (623) 780-0045 or visit www.magersystems.com.•
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Vero Beach
Continued from page 28

Vince explained he had a longstanding relationship with the original
manufacturers and would obtain their
CAD drawings and formulate aplan.
Vince provided working PDF files with
sketches of layouts for the six studios
within 24 hours. We forwarded them to
Bob McAllan, managing partner of our
company, for discussion. Bob offered
some valid modifications on the scheme
such as table heights (we chose all "standup" heights) and construction tips (Bob
requested plywood construction as
opposed to acomposite material).
space.
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connections. Ithought it was acreative
way to avoid those small, tight quarters in
which most of us wind up trying to crawl
around.
Things are coming back together for
us here along the East Coast of Florida
— some would say just in time for the
next hurricane season. It's atime we'll
never forget and hope to never
encounter again. But I'm proud to say
that the Treasure Coast radio stations
threw out their normal competitive
rulebook and for over a month exemplified the Communications Act of
1934 mandate: "To serve the public
interest, convenience and necessity."
Boy, did that feel good.
For more information, including
pricing, contact Studio Technology in
Pennsylvania at (610) 925-2785 or visit www.studiotechnology.com. le

VP/GM Jim Davis, forefront, and DOE Ballard Fore
check out Vero Beach Broadcasters' new studio.
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dirt.
The base cabinetry was constructed
using 3/4-inch birch plywood. Accessories
were constructed using 3/4-inch melamine
component panel, or MCP. Countertops
were made of 1-inch-thick MDF built up
to 2 inches around the perimeter. The
counter tops will have asolid wood edge
sprayed with alacquer fmish. We chose a
light blonde wood trim.
Vince told us that any combination of
standard thickness color or design plastic
laminate could be chosen for this furniture. We chose a Formica finish called
Ubatuba granite, agreenish hodgepodge
of colors, a pattern we determined was
"busy" enough not to show scratches or
dirt.
The drawings were returned to Fiola
with our sign-off to begin work.
Access
Like many of us in the state of Florida,
frustration with the insurance company's
procrastination to pay claims has made
every purchase price-sensitive. We have
re-used much of our damaged equipment.
However, this was not an option with the
furniture; it had to be replaced. While
Studio Technology was not the lowest
price, we perceived it as the best value.
The delivery schedule worked seamlessly with our studio construction. Two
installers arrived with the truck full of furniture. Within aday and ahalf, the furniture installation was finished and the
installers were on their way. The fit and
finish reminded Ballard and me of afine
upscale imported car.
Ballard chose to use a 25- inch brass
piano hinge at the bottom of the cupboard
door, on which he mounted the punchdown blocks for the audio, Internet and
phone connections. Simply swinging
down the door gave access to the interface

Hollaback Girl by Gwen Stefani

Love.Ange1.111usic.Baby
WBE - Quincy's Best Hits
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WBE traffic update: no problems on 1172

Multiple Personalities
Aren't Disorders Anymore.
In fact, they're apowerful way to build listenership.
Multicast-capable consumer receivers will be available soon. Broadcast additional, digital
program channels now using BE's ID, 10 and IDi 20 HD Radio '' Data Importers and
Encoders. Enhance listener loyalty by providing program information and station
branding using broadcast data software and services from The Radio Experience.
Only Broadcast Electronics delivers the tools you need for HD Radio today, tomorrow and
the day after tomorrow without risk of rapid obsolescence or unexpected costs.

GuA'RinyfEt!,•
Program Generation &

Data Generation &

Transport

I
-E
Broadcast Electronics, Inc. • 4100 North 24th Street, PO. Box 3606, Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A
Telephone: (
217) 224-9600 • Fax: (
217) 224-9607 • E- Mail: bdcast@bdca.corr
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Affordable Custom Broadcast Furniture

MILLIWI

gier:

Constructed,

THUNDERSTORMS HIT
PLANET EARTH EERY YEAR'

1,71

Delivered and

IT TAKES ON

NE TO

PUT YOU OFF THE .

Installed by

EumoLoop
STUDIO

The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING

41.

PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
acontinuous, low- resistance
discharge path For the static

mio
11;411,4
.
.,

electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless stee rods.

Now also serving you
from the West Coast!

TEL: 610-925-2785

Studio Technology West

FAX 610-925-2787

This aFFordable and rugged system has
proven itselF in the held For over 20 years.

529 Rosedale Rd, Ste. 103

310B Coney Island Dr.

C'ortana

Kennett, PA 19348

Sparks, NV 89431
TEL: 775-351-2042

Write or call For aFree brochure and design
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548
Toll Free: 888-325-5336 • Fax: 505-326-2337 • veneed.cortanacorporationcom

e-mail: sales@ stattiotechnology.com

FAX: 775-351-2082

web: wwvv.studiotechnology.com

AM Antenna Solutions

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS
In-Stock-Available for
Immediate Delivery
•

LBA Technology. Inc is your
proven supprier of innovative
digital- ready AM antenna systems
Our products include tuning units,
phasino systems, multiplexers. AM'
wireless isolation systems and
components fcr every power level
We help hundrecs of broadcasters
in the USA aid worldwide to --

RF Components

LBA TunipoleTM
Folded Unipole Systems

Gee

sold we e

Reach further sound better!

Diplexer, Tnplexer and
Phasor Systems
Vacuum Capacitors

-/

•

7
e

°11111

-

•

Price US$2700.00

2Towers
VVill operate with any remote iontril equipment.

Price USS2100.00
2Towers
For AM directionals with studio located at transmitter site.
These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled
accuracy (. 5% or better on ratio and . 5° or better on phase)
and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of
these monitors is afactor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In
addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control the Model
CMR has amultiplexed BCD digital output which can be used
to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have
dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line
terminations plus relay protection.

LBA Technology, Inc.

3400 Tupper Drive 'Greenville, 14C, 27834
800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752-9155 / Email Lbatech@Lbagroup com / www Lbagroup com

•

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO.

LBA

Since 1963

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898
www.gorman-redlich.com/jimg@gorman-redlich.com

tirtptfenolre IIyF RFcnotws

FAM@ffl

egeii1711@,
The 13t rScxxld Furnrture
Since 1979 Mager Systems,
Inc. has been custom
designing and fabricating
award winning furniture for
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are still the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface tops and
applications which comes
with a10-year warranty.
Our complete one-stopshop includes installation,
turnkey prewiring,
switches and
components,conference
rooms, reception desks, and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form with cutting edge
technques, and aclear
understanding of each
client's application allows us
to produce your showplace I
tailored to your budget.

pr7_yry
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D The

DR- 10 is aDial- Up remote control with telephone
audio input and output for remote broadcasting

D If your automation

works with satellite networks, you

can use the DR- 10's relay outputs to fire commercials.
liners. etc Save SS with no staff needed at the studio!

D Use the

DPDT relays to insert the phone audio directly
into the program path when necessary. especially for

emergencies or to bypass your automation sysytem.

D When

used with our Silencer Option. the DR- 10 is the

ONLY product available that completeli removes DTIV1F
control tones from the audio path for clean remotes.
TEL: 623-7E0-0045
FAX: 623-7E0-9860
mager@magersistems.urn
www.magersystems.con-

GE-1 the

DF?-10 &

-----

s.?ving moneu now!
www.circuifwerkes.com ,4'.

Visit our website for more irtiormt'on

CircultWerke6. -
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Omnirax Installs
Innova Broadcast
Furniture Line
Omnirax recently completed two
major installations of its Innova line of
broadcast furniture.
Infinity San Francisco, headlined by
KFRC, shown, has four on-air and four
production studios. Bonneville San
Francisco, with stations KOIT, KDFC,
KZBR, had four on-air, two production,
two dubbing and one interview studio.
Both companies were moving their operations into newly constructed spaces.
The Innova line debuted at last year's
NAB Radio Show in San Diego. The
company says abig selling point is the
ability to create customized room layouts
at near production prices. Modular components — rack bays, CPU bays, storage
cabinets and above counter turret racks
— are linked by apanel and raceway system designed to assemble easily and
quickly. Countertops are precision-cut to
fit the size of the room, and shaped to
enhance ergonomic functionality.
The stations requested custom copy
stands to go with their selection of SAS
Rubicon consoles. Omnirax designed
several single- and dual- sided clear
acrylic stands, which straddle the
Rubicon's meter pods. The company says
this keeps copy, and in some cases computer keyboards, close at hand while

maintaining sightlines between announcers and guests.

Both facilities used Omnirax's "G-Bar
Raceway" system for wiring. A series of

steel G-Bars works as structural support
and apathway for cable linking consoles
with equipment racks. Covers are removable for access to Krone blocks, telco
panels and wiring harnesses.
Computer monitors and keyboard were
handled in avariety of ways. The ability
to dual stack monitors for AudioVault
and RCS computer systems freed up
counter space, while keyboards were
mounted underneath countertops where
space permitted, and hung beneath cantilevered upper racks. Additional multimonitor, multikeyboard arrays were configured for cohosts. Matching countertop
turrets were designed and built to accommodate cough switches and clocks.
For more information, including
pricing, contact Omnirax in California
at (415) 332-3392 or visit www.omnirax.com.

Ask us about the most advanced
technology in digital consol - .
n
routers for Radio and

Acoustical Solutions
Diffusers Eliminate
Hot Spots
AlphaSorb/SoundSuedc sound diffusers by Acoustical Solutions are molded plastic diffusers that disperse acoustic
energy throughout a given space. The
multiple facets and angels redirect and
redistribute sound waves in the room,
which the company says helps to eliminate hot spots and dead spots while maintaining alive sound.

• o<<>>

ILBC 2000 DIDeál Console

^;(>
\-<><>

\* 0i()%°
0
0

- Cost effective and flexible design.
Flexible inputs and outputs allocated to faders.
Design adaptable to digital and analog environments

BC2000 D Router

for a single studio or multi- studio installations.
- Enhanced interconnectivity between engines through

The same router used by the BC 20000

MADI tr ulti-chaniel links.

Console works as a stand-alone router,

_ Incorporating motorized faders with position memories

with thousands of inputs and outputs,

enabling the allocation of up to 9 different channels

summing and processing, with a

per fader aid with instant access.

scalable and modular architecture.

AEQ also offers excellent communication and audio equipment
The Sound Suede diffuser (with a
cutout to reveal the substrate).
AlphaSorb/SoundSuede diffusers come
in more than 100 colors, are two inches
thick and are available in sizes of 2 x 2
feet; 2x4feet and 4x4feet. AlphaSorbs
use Guilford FR701 fabric, and the
SoundSuedes use asuede fabric.
For more information, including pricing, contact Acoustical Solutions in
Virginia at ( 804) 346-8350 or visit
www.acousticalsolutions.com.

_ Fixed and portable ISDN Audio Codecs and r•
telephone hybrids.

_ Multiplexers, analogue mixing consoles,
are

AD Converters, monitors and digital

ea,

commentary system for large sport events.

Advanced multi-channel
talk show system.

AEQ USA
Phone + 1 (954) - 581 7999
e- Mail: sales@aecbroadcast.com

_ Hand held digital audio recorders.

+ 1 ( 954) - 581 7735
www.aeqbroadcast.r.oen
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International Sales
Phone +34 916 861 300 • •, +34 916 864 492
e-mail: aeqsales(a2aeq.es • www.aeq.es
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Jefferson-Pilot Taps Harris for WQXI
by Scott Trask
Director of Engineering
Jefferson Pilot Radio of Georgia
WOJCI(AM)/INSTRIFM)
ATLANTA Consoles and automation
gear are among the most widely covered
topics in professional radio, while the
importance of studio furniture and
design too often goes unrecognized.
Jefferson-Pilot Radio of Georgia, owner of WSTR(FM) and WQXI(AM) in
Atlanta, has long placed an emphasis
on studio comfort and workflow. Since
2000, our engineering staff has worked
exclusively with Harris to provide
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workflow- efficient furniture and design upgrades
to our facility's eight studios.
WQXI was the focus of
our most recent upgrades,
with turnkey designs integrated within its control
room and talk studio as of
February 2005. WQXI brokers much of its on-air and
production time to outside
organizations. We swapped
our control room and talk
studio areas this year to
create a six-position, sit-

VVOXI's new arrangement, shown in a
virtual image, allows the board operator
to view talent clearly in the talk studio.

down studio that provided more room
for on-air guests. Last year, we decided
to implement a fresh design for both
rooms to create a more efficient work
environment.
The modern studio
My main Harris contact for studio
design is David Schlegel, who provides
the initial AutoCAD drawings that
evolve into final plans. Iforwarded
WQXI's control room and talk studio
dimensions to David, who responded
with questions about required sightlines, wire entry, desired furniture layout and various counter top equipment.
David tied the functional and ergonomic factors together and presented us
with his initial design, which was
tweaked until the desired result was
achieved.
Harris provides easy-to-install custom furniture with a modular design
that facilitates construction of the studios. Lack of time prevents us from
allowing outside organizations to do
on-site installation.

im he producer is
seated behind
the board operator
at a separate
furniture station
featuring a phone
system and
screener plus
associated
computers.

Other companies offered suggestions
for providing installation that would
have required additional space for construction while staying on the air. The
Harris furniture arrives in a way that
allows us to handle pre- wiring and
installation easily. We can swing tabletops into a studio space without difficulty and build the studios according to
our timetable.
Radio furniture has evolved to
accommodate the modern studio. Our
older studios were designed around
reel-to-reels, cart machines and similar
space- consuming legacy equipment.
The growth of automation systems and
computers reflect the more compact
design of modern furniture.
The compact nature of Harris' custom furniture line allowed us to condense our control room and create a
tight, economical operating surface. A
Harris Legacy on-air console, featuring
both analog and digital I/Os, sits atop
the main operating surface as the control room's centerpiece.
The furniture sits in acorner facing the
talk studio. The previous furniture
arrangement was away from the windows,
which often reflected an uncomfortable
glare. The new arrangement allows the
board operator to view the talent in the
See HARRIS, page 33
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Harris
Continued from page 32

talk studio clearly without trouble.
The producer is seated behind the
board operator at a separate furniture
station featuring a phone system and
screener plus associated computers.
The layout allows the producer to execute Internet searches and answer
incoming calls comfortably. A turret on
the right side of the room encases CD
and MiniDisc players among other
playback devices.
The talk studio features a more
open design that accommodates up to
six people around the main furniture
piece. Three hosts can look into the
control room and face three guests
simultaneously. The furniture accommodates six microphones plus two

We added punchblocks underneath the
Legacy console on the main control
room surface, again proving the efficient nature of the furniture design.
Wiring is out of the way and hasn't
been touched since installation.

computer monitors to surf the Internet
and read the Telos Assistant Producer
software for caller information. A 360
Systems Instant Replay sits on the
desk to play sounders, and a Telos
Keypad Control provides a second

T

he talk studio features a more open
design that accommodates up to six

people around the main furniture piece.

The WQXI build-out went smoothly,
with one week of prep time required to
pre-wire and build the furniture. A construction crew bore holes for cross-connect cables and relocated electrical outlets in preparation for studio

means of activating phone calls.
Belden cross-connection cables link
the control room and talk studio operations, including headphone feeds and
talkback circuits, reflecting the careful
wiring design within Harris' drawings.

integration. One week later the WQXI
new control room was completed.
Three days after that, the talk studio
was finished. Feedback from staff and
outside organizations has been positive.
Jefferson- Pilot Radio of Georgia
now is redesigning one of its more
cramped production studios with Harris
custom furniture. The design will make
the production studio a far more efficient workspace. This is especially
important because this room also serves
as WSTR's backup on-air studio.
The compact furniture destined for
this room will provide far better service
to on-air personalities, and will serve as
the latest example of our long-running
satisfaction with Harris furniture
designs.
For more information, including
pricing, contact Harris in Ohio at
(513) 459-3400 or visit www.broadcast.harris.com..

Products & Services
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COMPLETE CONTROL WHEREVER YOU ARE
RELAX - YOUR SYSTEMS ARE IN GOOD HANDS
System downtime costs you hurley. But however
far you are from your transmitter or studio, you
can stay in control with the Davic,om MAC
telemetry system from Comlab. It remotely
monitors and controls your equipment giving you

RADIO WORLD'S

complete confidence in the integrity of your
transmissions.

Products and Services Showcase
provides a perfect medium for

And if things do go wrong, you and your engineers

marketing your products and services.

will know about it immediately, meaning reduced

•Reduce Costs
•Remotely manage
your assets
•Flexible monitoring
•Rapid faikire
identification
•Alarms via I
2
/phone
fax/email
•Totally Scaleable

costs and maximum efficiency.

For more information, Contact

In the USA contact

John at: 3311-342-8361 ( Eastern US)
or Dale at 916-721-3410 (Western t:S)

In Canada contact

AWL
e

to request a media kit.

YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO ,

davicom
t418/ 682-3380
1: 418/ 682 8996
www.davicom.com

t: 800/ 438-6040
f: 704/ 889-4540
www.scrnsinc.com

New! StudioDrive-USB!
Use StudioDrive's new USB MicroSound option for a quick and easy connectio
to your PC or laptop. You'll get superb digital audio...and no soundcard is needed
Just load your editing or automation software, plug in the USB cable, and go!
StudioDrive with USB is perfect for
• Newsroom

StudioDrive
P.C. STUDIO SYSTEM

• Production suite

ON

• Emergency studio
• Desktop automation
• Self-contained remotes

•
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Now in stock at all
Henry Engineering dealers.
HENRY

We Build Solutions

ENGINEERING

henryeng_corn

FE

626-355-3656
St: irlionn
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shown with optional Desk- Mount Kit.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

AcousticsFirsr
=7888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell

Reliable, On-time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
200 ft of EMESCO Derrick tower
w/all guys & grips in excellent
shape in air but price includes
dismantling into 20' sections,
$10,000/130, buyer pickup. R
Shelar, POB 231, Leetonia, OH
44431-0231 or 330-427-2303.
ERI Antenna, low power, rototiller
model, 3 bay, tuned to 95.3 Mhz
End Red 1-5/8" flange $1000 plus
shipping, Call Mark McVey 6604465-7225 or 641-799-1507.

DANGER

NO ENTRY FOR ANY PURPOSE
ed)

RF TRAINED PERSONNEL ONLY
DO NOT TOUCH TOWER ,
HIGH HF VOLTAGES
if
YOUR FCC ASR HERE

FCC Tower Signs for AM and RI towers
Guy Wire Protectors • Antenna Tags
Antenna ID Products
610 458 8418
wwwantennalD.com
antennalD aoLcom

Zit!
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Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode, set intro and ending cues,
hit the vocal every time with your
voice tracks, execute exact time
events, join networks, and more.
Visit digitaldevelopment.net and
click on RADIO AUTOMATION for
screen shots. The software is free;
there is asmall duplication fee. For
more info call 406.665.1832.
CART MACHINES

Want to Sell
Urban 9200/Used, #805118-024B1
Optimal -AM-Digital, Call Gary at
440-466-9559 for price.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

Want to Sell
Audio Technica's AT-897 (
2units),
newest shotgun microphone, used
once, windscreen & box, excellent
condition. $250 ea, call Ron
Bartlebaugh 330-672-6677
Want to Buy
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Want to Sell

MISCELLANEOUS

ITC Triple- Decker, Fair Condition,
Overhauled 2yr ago. Barely used
since, $200 + shipping. John 717948-9136

ROIROM NOVI» Ne. RAM NOCK»,

COMPLETE

Want to Sell
new & rebuik for Elcom, Harris, OEA, C51,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FM 402 493 6821

FACILITIES
Want to Sell
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040

KFRA-AM Franklin, LA. Full time
station - one tower omni-directional.
New studios & automation system.
$150,000 with terms. 337-924-7102
or 702-275-3940.

Need one RCA blackface antenna
current meter. Outside measure is
3" x3". Must read no more than
3 to 4 amps rf current.
Restoring a BTA-250M. email
bill.robinson@wtok.com. Priceopen.

REMOTE &

Arrakis-Digilink
2,
Digital
automation system, cd-switcher &
3 6-pk cd players, keyboard,
mouse &
monitor doublerextended switcher, all cables,
keyboards and mouse $600 or b/o
Call Mike Schneitzer 605-3745747.

PROCESSING
Want to Sell
lelos, Omnia-6FM processor.
purchased new May 03, just taken
out of service 7/05, works great!
Complete w/ manual and original
box. $6500 Call Bill Evans, 270737-8000
Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EO's 8( any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

"
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Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain-3D T".

Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available.
www.v-soft
D)743-3684

TRANSMITTERS

PROMOTE YOUR

Want to Sell
Harris/Gates,
FM
HT
10,
Transmitter only, Needs Parts,
Price good if party picks up at
Memphis, MO $500, Call Mark
McVey 660-4465-7225 or 641799-1507.
Western Electric 1KW transmitter,
complete. Please call 804-2763983.

BUSINESS!
ADVERTISE!
For more information,
call Claudia Van Veen
at 703.998.7600,

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs

ext. 154.

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's

TRANSCOM CORPORATION

RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment

s

we don't have it, we will get it.
SCIVIS, INC. 1800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

a

Want to Sell
Comrex 2 x P, two-line encoder.
$200 price includes shipping. Call
John Brewster at 310-503-0444.

Beautiful Used Harris Studio
Furniture Package. Call for Details
702-304-9566
LIMITERS/AUDIO

• Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocations
studies and map FCC contours with AM- Pro

Check out the web site!

MICROWAVE

STATIONS
Want to Sell

Want to Sell
Computer Concepts, 4- DOS
based DCS units. Complete with
DA & APTX Boards, New hard
drives, Great for replacements,
adding a studio, or perfect for
automatic recording and listenlines, too. Rack- mount IBUS
Chassis, $3495 Ea or best offer.
Art Morris, 417-678-0416 x103.

applications and predicting coverage.
Go Create stunning -real-world" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP,
Okamura/Hata and FCC with Probe
iiii Search for FM channels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FMContn".

Want to Buy

Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs. Bill
Cook, 719-687-6357.

Want to Buy

Want to Sell

MMUNICATIoNSe

Professional Software packages for FCC

REELS/CD's

OEI 671 & 771 FM & Stereo
Modulation Monitor tuned to 91.1
FM $700 for both or best offer. J.
Wilsbach 717-948-9136

MONITORS

If

FURNITURE

V'E

Want to Buy

Want to Sell

AEROVOV - Mica Capacitor,
1MFD, 12500 PK Volt 15,000
Amps 7500 KLS Price? Ineed 5.
Mike - 605-374-5747

Want to Sell

Ampex AM- 10 mixer in operating
condition. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

PThe Leader in Broadcast
:. ==
8
Engineering Software

AM-FM-LPTV-CPS Stations, Iwill
buy that dog that doesn't make any
money. Areas: RI, CT, MASS, FL.
Also will buy dark stations too.
Cash waiting.
Price: open
mondomikeradio@aol.com 401942-8341 before 9pm EDT.

Are you afan of great " old time"
announcing and need to get rid of
some CDs or "airable" quality LPs
or 45s?
Low- budget, noncommercial, public radio show in
Philly area needs alarger library of
music.
Musical
styles:
instrumental, vocalists, vocal
groups, soft rock and more. For
more info, call Frank the DJ at 215338-0546. Or send your CDs, LP &
45s to: 7202 Leonard St.,
Philadelphia, PA 19149.

CONSOLES

"DYNAMAX MXD DIGITAL Series
Broadcast Audio CONSOLE ( New
Never installed.) 8mix channels ( 3
Analog Modules / 5 DIGITAL
Modules) Slide Pots, Digital
Metering, New, Never Installed $4500 or best offer. Michael Glaser
-631-236-7121

1,000 watt AM station in North
Central,
NY
state.
Harris
transmitter along with 12.2 acres
of property included. Has CP to
raise tower height and Main
Studio Waiver. Please visit
www.bbnradio.org/sale for more
information
as
well
as
information on five satellators for
sale in the Midwest. Contact Mike
Raley at mraley@bbnradio.org or
call ( 704) 523-5555.

TAPES/CARTS/

Want to Buy

"You Know We Know Radio S

AUDIO
PRODUCTION

MICROPHONES

TX
Panhandle
100K,
FM,
$500,000, call 806-259-3511
HADDEN & ASSOC.
•FL/AL AM FM Combo $650K
•FL

Gulf

FM C3 $ 975K

•TX 2 FM C's $ 4 OM
•Phiky 2 LPTV's
Call for other

$4OM & $ 8OM

Radio -TV

Offerings

Serving the Broadcast Industry since 1978
knee
e
2.5 KW
3.5 KW
5KW

1984
1992
1982

6KW
10 KW
10 KW
10 KW
20 KW
20 KW
25 KW
25 KW
30 KW
50 KW

1995
1980
1988
2001
1978
1991
1980
1982
1986
1982

1KW
1KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
12 KW

1983
1986
1985
1996
1982
2000

50 KW

1985

Used FM Dar:unities
Continental 814R-1
Harris HT 3.5
Harris FM 5K
Henry 60000
CCA 12,000E
Harris HT10
Henry 10,000D-95
Collins 831G2
Harris HT 20
CSI-7-25- FA (Amp Only)
Harris FM25K
BE FM30A
Harris Combiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher
Used AM Transmitters
Harris MW1A Solld State
Harris SKIA Solid State
Continental 3I5R I
Harris Gates 5SAILS»
Harris MW5A
Nautel XL12 Sold State
Continental 317 C2

.0tY

Used Continental 802B
*Nee

20w &30W Synthesized exciters

Nerv1V1rensrnitters Analog and Digital
Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF and UHF TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
7V STL
Used TV Transmitters
10 KW VHF NEC PCN 1213
30 KW UHF RCA TTU-30-A, CH 50
ej44e,ffiuv'ment
Bird Test Load, 25 KWTermaline, 50S
Bird RF7hruline Wattmeter, 505
Denon 72OR Cassette Player
Orban Optimod FM 8200 Digital Audio Processor
Potomac Phase Monitor AM19 w/sampler
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 2Tva
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz IKVA s-phase

Please Ws/t our web site for current listings.

407.699.6069
E-mail: Haddenwseaol.com
Web: Haddenonline.com

Radie World
Equipment Exchange

800-441-8454 * 216-938-7304 * FAX: 216-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com
E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE* CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

BEE
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

EVANS

•Et C Applic alions and Field Engineering

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.

Consulting
Communications
Engineees

•Frequent y Searches and Coordination
FCC Applications • Design • Field Engneenrag • Tower Dawning
Upgrade & Relocaton Studies • AM Drachma' Array Tuning 8. Proof

•AM-FM-(ATV-ITIS4VIV
•EMt Test [ ah-F(C and European lift)

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
fmail, initxn4omle-m.iinm

651-784-7445

5844 Mani» Av. IL, ehoreelair, MN 55126

OMMUNICATIONS TFCHNOLOGES, WC
C
C
AM, FM, TV coverage d Upgrades

l•'.

Broadcast transnusston

i.••

FCC appltcabons preparaban -

design

facility

Fax $551) 784-7541
• •,.

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC
bil041K 4St TÉCIikk 41

CONSLi 4%11,

FASTER__

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping

Hal Ilkalt,Antenna and

•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

Facditim111.-sign
engineering

Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mizrahi

Since 1948

IVI

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

9049 Shady Grove (dun
Gaithersburg MD 10131'
( 30119)1011'
Fax 30t159097S -

2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760)438-4759

Engineering, Inc.
Member
mullaney

912-638-8028

P.
O. Box 1130
Tel (856)985-0077
Madton NJ 08053 Fax (856)985-8124

Serving Broadcasters

MUllancy

and «insult Ink eAperlenie
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ECONCO NEW TUBES
New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at

our award winning facility in Woodland California!
Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high
NEW

TRANSMITTERS ( Cont.)

çur,FM

.„44.bext
619-239-8462

•

Transmitters
and Antennas

V 50W RF output. continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM. Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters

800-446-2295

In Our 33rd Year ,

ec=kci5

An International
Distributor of RF Components

EIMAC • TAYLOR • ECONCO • SVETLANA
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FCC Certified
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RF PARTS' CO.

Television & FM

Nautel 10k am AMFET tnd10
(1990) tuned to 1420. On air now in
excellent condition. Available by 901-05. $20,000.00. Call Steve
540-349-1250.

FAX: +1-530-666-7760

TUBES •Se COMPONENTS

Sufterzeryt Evree Pvidactet
Transmitters and Antennas
Built in the USA
contact Benny Springer
or Jimmie Joynt
Call us 800/279-3326

INTL: +1-530-662-7553

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.
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TEL 800-532-6626
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Call Claudia for details at
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ENO PLOYIVIENT
HELP WANTED

Morris Communications Company, LLC owner of Columbia River Media
Group, based in Wenatchee, WA, has an immediate opening for aRadio I
Chief Engineer. We are looking for another great engineer for the Morris !
Team.
This isn't small market radio. It's radio in asmall market, and we take a
big market attitude. We'll spend money on repairs, we'll spend money for ,
upgrades. No more paper clips and rubber bands. We'll actually give you '
arepair budget.
You don't have to be aChief yet. This position is agreat one for an ,
assistant engineer who is looking to move on in their career. We'll train
you if you don't know something, and we'll give you all the resources you
need to get the job done. You should have agood level of experience as a
radio engineer, and formal electronics training and you've got to have a
great attitude and high standards for the product. We've got atotal of 3
FM and 2AM stations in the Wenatchee area.
Wenatchee is agreat area, and the cost of living is among the best in the
nation. It's aclean, attractive community with agreat quality of life. The
staff and management are the best in the region.
In return for your commitment and hard work, you'll be paid agreat salary,
outstanding benefits, and a401(K) program the company will pay into.
Submit your resume' to Jay White, Corporate Director of Engineering,
jay.white@morris.com. Morris is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

POSITIONS WANTED

•
NEED TO MANE ROOM FOR THE NEW
EQUIPMENT YOU ORDERED?
Sot your used eguipmeoi here
lrl the pages of Radio World
Broadcast Eluipmeot Exchaoge.
It's easy....just fill out tie Action-Gram in

he
back of tle issue and mail or fax it in. Well
Sn your (s) for he consecutive issues!

DOIIILEIYODROLDEQUIPIIII
COO 01131,..COliECT $ ISTEMI!
If you have any questions regarding the
procedure, you can call Claudia at
703-998-7600 at 154 or email her at
cvanveen@imaspub.com, for more information.

Very Organized, Team Player,
Energetic, Dependable, Strong
Productions
skills, Can
Do
Production, Producer, or On AirPersonality, will relocate. Jason
Pea, ( 972)
607-2239
or
debrandonj@yahoo.com.
Highly focused, enthusiastic
broadcaster with on-air/producing
in Dallas looking for next strategic
career move. Produces morning
show/responsible for A.M. sports
reports. David Smullin, 817-681E344 or daveooph@sbcglobatnet
Eager ABS Graduate seeking
eritry-level
Broadcasting
position.
Willing to relocate
anywhere in the US. Skilled in all
music Formats, production, news,
and sports writing.
Recent ABS Graduate who is will
to
travel.
If
you
want
improvisational skills, multiple
voice talent, and creative writing,
I'm the man you're looking for!
Chris
405-495-5803
or
ragnar74@cox.net

Big personality, strong production
skills and commercial writing. Can
Do Attitude, and most of all making
people happy. Call J- Bug 972274-6237 or 214-335-2890 email
ficuzz212002@yahoo.com
Magnificent communicator with a
great
personality
seeking
employment in the radio industry.
Friendly, out-going, and loves being
around people. Contact Felicia 214280-0448, or N2fitnezz@aol.com
Friendly, Eager to work, ISCET
Certified, Commercial FCC License
with radar, NABER Certified twoway radio technician, amateur
radio extra, seeks CE, asst. CE FIT,
PIT Contract, AM/FM, Cable, TV.
Contact:
Mitchell
Rakoff,
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com 718969-5224
Strong work ethic, morals, and
convictions. Can attract and hold
a listening audience.
Reliable,
topical and easy on the ears.
Contact James Frazee at 817-2653139 sifitechguy@comcastnet.

Run your
employment ad
on our web site
for only
$2 per word!
Call Claudia
for all the details at
703-998-7600
ext. 154
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HD Radio
Interference
Ihave to disagree with Glynn Walden
(Reader's Forum, RWEE, June 15) about
the effects of interference caused by
IBOC-equipped AM transmitters on first-,
second- and third-adjacent channels.
Recently we traveled from our home in
Northern California to the Los Angeles
area. We stopped at apopular roadside
restaurant complex, Casa de Fruta, southeast of Gilroy, a town in Santa Clara
County roughly 90 miles south of San
Francisco. While parked Ituned in (or
tried to) KSFO 560 out of San Francisco,
a 5 kW, nondirectional AM owned by
ABC.
On the low end of the dial, KSFO has
(or had) a large footprint throughout
much of northern and central California.
However, recently Infinity's ICMJ 580 (50
kW DA2) in Fresno, about 225 miles
southeast of San Francisco, started broadcasting with IBOC.
The result: spurious emissions from
the KMJ IBOC system have destroyed
the KSFO signal outside the immediate
Bay Area. In fact, one can even hear ICMJ
IBOC "garbage" on top of KFRC 610
(also a5kW ND based in San Francisco),
30 kHz above the ICMJ main channel.
Here's another example. While in the
Los Angeles area on June 9we were freeway-driving around 7:30 p.m. and decided to listen to KGO 810, also from San
Francisco. KG0 has a50 kW north-south
beam signal and really gets into Southern
California in the post-sunset time, and of
course, it's as strong and loud as alocal
signal throughout much of the nighttime
in Southern California. Not anymore.
Either 790 or 830 was using IBOC, and
until local sunset KG0 was unlistenable.
At local sunset the big 810 magically
appeared out of thin air.
The rapidly spreading installation of
IBOC-HD on AM should be titled The
Radio Localism Act of 2005. When you
consider the horrible interference generated by this technology, it essentially
mandates forced local AM listening.
When at least 50 percent of the AM
stations are using IBOC-HD the band
will become virtually unlistenable. Then
we will all watch what is left of AM's
dwindling audience leave for XM, Sirius
or some other form of uncompromised
electronic media.
Mark Carbonaro
Marina, Calif

Combating Pirates
Iam abig fan of Randy Stine's articles, not only for his writing style, but
for his choice of topics. However, Iwas
fooled by Randy's article, " Florida
Pirate Law Has Mixed Results" (July
6).
Randy gave a good explanation of
the difficulty of dealing with the burgeoning broadcast pirate epidemic in
Florida, but Ihad assumed the article
would address the overbreadth of the
relatively new Florida statute, Section
877.27, and the Petition Ifiled on
behalf of ARRL, the National

Association for Amateur Radio, on Feb.
25, 2005, asking FCC to declare that
statute void as preempted by the
Communications Act of 1934. The petition is now pending at FCC.
As communications counsel for afair
number of Florida broadcast stations, I
am most sympathetic to the goal of the
Florida Broadcasters' Association in
looking for innovative ways to combat
pirate broadcasting. So are the amateur
radio operators represented by ARRL.
Amateurs have unlicensed intruders
into their spectrum allocations also. But
the Florida statute goes far beyond the
proper limit of state jurisdiction over
radio.
All radio interference is subject to
exclusive federal jurisdiction. Congress
and the FCC have said so many times,
consistently. Yet, the Florida statute on
its face prohibits any person ( licensed
or not) from causing interference with a
public or commercial radio station
licensed by the commission or to enable
such interference to occur.
So, if my amateur station in Florida
— or for that matter, my blender —
causes interference to broadcast radio
reception, Iam guilty of athird-degree
felony. Of course that is not the intent
of the legislation, but Florida Radio
Amateurs are not, and should not, be
sleeping well at night nevertheless.
Besides, do Florida broadcasters
really want the state to have jurisdiction
over radio interference? Do they want
blanketing interference issues to be
adjudicated in state courts, or by state
or local police? That is aslippery slope
indeed. Broadcasters should want the
agency with expertise in this area to
retain exclusive jurisdiction over interference. The statute is overbroad and
should be rewritten.
Randy, give us the other half of your
fine article.
Christopher D. Imlay
General Counsel, ARRL
Booth, Freret, Imlay & Tepper, P.C.
Silver Spring, Md.
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hand?" Inever saw one hand raised.
It is the same today. Stations do go dark
when no one wants to talk to the people that
station covers. However, look at the current
auction filing frenzy and tell me with a
straight face that there are more stations
than anyone wants or needs. There are people standing in line for the chance to serve
most communities, whether you think they
are viable or not.
Guy, Ithink exposure to the early
IBOC system must have aside effect that
is just now being discovered in addition to
undesirable interference. IBOC radio
apparently causes nearsightedness with
possible complications from the uncontrollable desire to force your vision of
"The Public Good" on others who are not
as enlightened as you are.
Tim Cueorth
President
Vir James Engineers
Denver

eeNo superfluous information, only
reliable industry trends, great technical
information, timely equipment reviews
and opinions from people you can
trust. You're #1!
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The FCC Should Approve NRSC-5
It's time for the FCC to act with respect to NRSC-5 and terrestrial digital radio.

What's the Fuss?

technology. One may legitimately argue
that POTS is more ubiquitous, of course.
Or that ISDN can be more expensive in
some places. But there is no need to exaggerate the cost of ISDN, as the Tieline letter
does. Recently, in apublic online forum,
Tieline's Webb made the same claims
about the cost of ISDN and the following
response was made by aprominent engineer on that forum: "It's $80 amonth here
in Denver for ISDN service, and considering how much better the audio quality is,
we find it is more than worth it."
An ISDN BRI has two Bchannels and is
equivalent to two POTS lines, so the cost
mentioned above is $40 per "line," comparable to POTS. Until Telos released the Xport,
astation that needed both ISDN and pars
capability needed both an ISDN and aPOTS
line at the studio. The Xport uses ISDN for
both at the studio side, saving the $35-45 a
month for aPOTS line that would have to be
dedicated to POTS remotes. Telos' ISDNfor-all approach will save many stations
around $500 per year. The Tieline letter was
misleading, to say the least.
Regarding Mr Webb's questioning of our
commitment to open non-proprietary technology, the facts are clear. Telos is the only
manufacturer to offer full disclosure of our
algorithms in the hope that broadcasters will
benefit from improved interoperability
going forward. Proprietary technology, even
if available from more than one vendor, is
just that, and serves the manufacturer's
interests over those of the users. As alongstanding advocate of the open standards
approach, we are pleased to again have a
chance to clarify this important point.
Rolf Taylor
Telephony Products Manager
Telos Systems
Cleveland

A recent letter from our Australian competitor, Tieline, took us to task for our
POTS codec comparison ad (RW, Aug. 17).
They said we were comparing to an obsolete product.
We are perplexed by all the fuss. At the
NAB last April, we spoke with many other
manufacturers, including our friends over at
Convex. If Tieline were so upset with our
advertisement, why didn't they stop by our
booth for achat with us, or send us aletter?
Ican only conclude the reason is that they
feel that "grandstanding" in the Radio
World letters column is away to get free
publicity for their product.
As Tieline must know, advertisements
begin preparation months in advance of
their release. And for an ad to be effective,
it must be repeated over aperiod of time.
The ad that Tieline objected to has been
running since May 2004. As it happens, the
ad in question has run its course and has
been replaced already.
We stand behind our ad just as we stand
behind our technology. At the time this ad
was prepared and placed, the Tieline
Commander was being promoted and presumably offered for sale. We found that the
Xport was comparable to the Commander
in terms of features and so we chose that
product for our comparison. It seems
Tieline has chosen since that time to "obsolete" this product. Perhaps our competitive
pressure has helped push Tieline to offer a
replacement. Isn't the free market wonderful?
Tieline made other complaints.
They claimed that two Tieline G3
codees are $ 1,100 less than an Xport and
an Xstream. While we do not dispute the
math, the comparison is not apt. To achieve
similar functionality astation would need a
On Thinning
full-featured ISDN codee plus two POTS
codees vs. the Xstream+Xport combo. But
The Hefaird
given the thousands of Zephyr Xstreams
already in station racks, the Xstream end of
the system may well already be on hand. A
Responding to Guy Wire's column on
user who does not yet own an Xstream
the AM band (RW Engineering Extra, June
would need to buy one, yes. But then he'd
15):
get both top-class ISDN and pars capabilSo let me get this straight, Guy. The
ity. As the most popular codee in the world,
problem with AM radio is that America
the Xstream is avaluable tool independent
suffers from an excess supply and needs to
of the Xport.
be saved from it. There are too many AMs?
Tieline goes on to make quite outraWhat about FM stations, TV stations, satelgeous claims about ISDN. We imagine this
lite or cable channels? Shouldn't all of
is motivated by Tieline's not having aprodthese be reduced to asmaller number so
uct for ISDN in Xstream's class.
that those remaining would be economicalThere is simply no disputing ISDN as
ly robust and able to do abetter job serving
the most reliable and high-quality dial-up
the public?

Most of us remember the fiasco that came about as aresult of the FCC's "marketplace decision" on an AM stereo standard. That decision was no decision; and with hindsight, we can see
that the resulting delays, lawsuits and more delays eventually killed AM stereo. Who knows
what the AM band might look like today had the FCC made atimely decision on that issue?
Our industry again finds itself at acritical juncture. This time, the threat to radio's livelihood
comes not from within its own ranks. It's not amatter of FM stations taking audience share
from AMs. Rather, the competition is from personal audio devices, iPods and other MP3 players and CD players, online streams, satellite radio.
Arguably, to date, these media have had little impact on terrestrial AM and FM radio. But
their growing popularity should tell us something. One thing we should be hearing, clear and
loud, is that many of today's consumers — particularly younger ones — demand "digital quality," however that may be defined, and even more important the flexibility and greater control
over content that digital provides.
To remain viable and competitive, terrestrial radio stations must provide FM and AM transmission media that are different and better than the current analog schemes. This means noisefree, full-bandwidth, high-fidelity, artifact-free audio plus powerful new ancillary services. HD
Radio offers all that when done right.
As is often noted by its supporters, 2,000 stations have made commitments to begin transmitting HD Radio signals within the next couple of years. That is certainly enough to get
things started, especially because many of those stations are in the larger markets. But acritical
piece is missing: an FCC-specified standard for terrestrial digital broadcasting. Without that
standard and an accompanying set of technical rules, HD Radio is still "experimental." Stations
must make notifications and obtain and regularly renew STAs to transmit digital signals. A set
of technical rules would define clearly the allowable operating parameters and do away with all
the paperwork.
Those terrestrial broadcasters who have committed to HD Radio are asking where the
receivers are. Good question. We believe that if astandard were in place, receiver manufacturers could crank out the radios with confidence. One thing drives another, signal availability
drives receiver availability, but both operate in the medium of an operating standard.
AM stations, which arguably stand to gain the most, are still hamstrung by the nighttime
prohibition on digital transmissions. We recognize that this is one of the most painful parts of
the digital roadmap for many; but it's time to broaden the digital radio experience to AM at
night. Substantiated complaints of interference within protected coverage areas can be investigated and dealt with on acase-by-case basis, with digital power reduction and other remedial
measures taken as needed. The FCC also can better define interference parameters and explain
now how such complaints would be handled.
But to the FCC, we say: This is the chance to get it right. The industry brain trust has given
approval to the NRSC-5 standard. Now it's your turn. Time is short, the window of opportunity
narrow. It's up to you now.
— RW

Shouldn't all marginal businesses be
euthanized so that the remaining businesses
of every kind will be prosperous and busy
serving the public better rather than wasting
their resources "competing" with unnecessary enterprises? After all, aren't there
enough voices? For that matter, shouldn't
there be agovernment or broadcasters committee that would decide when there are
enough varieties of music or talk? Aren't
those unnecessary formats the basis for
those stations that Guy Wire is sure we
don't need? Since the government has in
the past required all sides of every issue to
be covered equally, why would we need
more than one talk station in each market
anyway? Isn't that the American way, Guy?
Of course it's not! The American way is
freedom to pursue your own enterprise, to
fail or succeed beyond your wildest

dreams. Of course some will fail. Not every
good idea is guaranteed to succeed, even if
government- or committee-approved.
What you have failed to address is the
obvious bias that your own station and your
favorite radio station will be the ones that
survive the "thinning of the herd."
In the early 1990s, when the FCC was
touting its interference reduction plan that
was going to improve things nationwide, I
used to ask from the podium at state broadcasting conventions, "Will everyone who is
looking forward to the new lower interference on the AM band please hold up your
hand?" Of course most of the hands went
up. Then Iasked "Will everyone who is
going to turn off your station or reduce
your power so that someone else would
have lower interference please raise your
See THINNING, page 37
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AUDIOARTS
D-75 DIGITAL

RADIO CONSOLE
A CLEAN, CLEAR on-air
design: straightforward layout,
easy tabletop installation, and best
of all — completely modular.
ATRUE plug-and- play radio board
from the Wheatstone digital design team!
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How Would You Like Your SOUND?
HOW DO YOU WANT IT in MIAMI?
How about NEW YORK? Should Chicago system and output settings that let it
be the same as Houston? What about perform as a dual-channel mic processor
Boulder versus LA?
OR astereo signal processor—perfect for
YOU GET THE POINT: today's market in-house rack use or that final HD radio
sound is dynamic; formats and person- signature sound shaper.
And you don't have to fly from city to
alities can change on adime. Keeping up
with what the competition's doing can be city (or room to room) to stay on top
afulltime job.
VORSISTm ethernet protocol lets you
Our VORSISTM AP3 processor incorpo- control all settings right from your
rates multi- band compression, parametric laptop— anywhere there's an internet
connection.
EQ, high/low pass and notch filters,
expansion, de-esser, AGC and a host of

VORSISTM— Get the POWER!
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